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POSTAL AUCTION 

Closing Friday, 11th September 2015 at 5.00pm
Terms and Conditions of Sale

1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give notice 
that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not hold ourselves 
liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated otherwise, all items 
are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers are reminded that 
certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material on viewing day at 
Stoneleigh, you are asked to treat it with the utmost care and attention. 

2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost. We despatch items by Royal Mail Special Delivery 
at a minimum change of £12 including VAT. Large consignments are sent by Parcel Post. If you 
require your purchases to be sent by ordinary post, you must indicate this on your bidding form. We 
always obtain and hold the certificate of posting, but can not accept liability for any loss or damage in 
transit after items are handed over to Royal Mail, Parcel Force or courier.

3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form may also 
be downloaded from the website.

4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a 
minimum of £5.  Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the highest 
bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder, which will 
be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid increments as 
defined in the following scale:

  Value of Bid Increment Value of Bid Increment
  Up to £10 £1 Between £100 and £500 £10
   Between £10 and £30 £2 Between £500 and £1000 £20
  Between £30 and £100 £5 Over £1000 £50
 Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be 

rounded up to the next legal bid above.
 When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the case of 

equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available to buyers for 
a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” basis. Please 
contact Brian Moakes if you wish to make such an offer (BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 
01234 391459).

5. A Buyer’s Premium of 18% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
6. Payment can be made either by card or cheque. Your cheque, or card details, must accompany your 

bid.
 (i)  Cheques should be made payable to “Great Central Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate) 

with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed £XXX” where XXX is the total of all your bids 
(or your spending limit) plus 18% Buyer’s Premium (including VAT) and an allowance for packing and 
carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! Your cheque will be shredded if you are completely 
unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque the amount due and a receipt will be enclosed 
with the lots you have successfully purchased. (continued on next page)

 (ii)   We accept payment by debit and credit card. Debit card payements are free of surcharge. Credit 
cards attract a 2% surcharge (the amount charged to us by the card company). Your card details must 
be provided with your bids. This information will be stored securely and shredded shortly after the sale 
closes.
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Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be 
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk  

and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers for a 
period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes to check if the lot is still available and to state 

your interest in aquiring it. 
Email: BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 01234 391459

Great Central Railwayana Ltd
14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL

 Company Reg. No. 5405235   VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93
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Lots 1 - 138: Books, General
1 HARDBACK BOOK "The Vulcan Locomotive Works 1830 - 1930". 122pp published by LPC in 

the 1930s. Covers rubbed, bindings loose. £10
2 HARDBACK BOOK with dust jacket "Each A Glimpse" by Colin Gifford. Published by Ian Allan in 

1970. Plus similar follow up album "and Gone Forever" published 1994. £10
3 TWO VOLUME work "The Railways of Great Britain - A Historical Atlas" by Colonel Michael 

H.Cobb. Green hardback covers in green slipcase, 600+pp, first edition published by Ian Allan in 
2003. Fading to spines and slipcase, front end pages creased, slight wear. £10

4 HARDBACK BOOK "Geology of the Hull & Barnsley Railway" by E.C. Cole. 60pp plus plates 
privately published by MC Peck & Sons in 1886. Some wear and rubbing to edge of covers. £10

5 HARDBACK BOOK "Fifty Years on the London & North Western Railway" by David Stevenson. 
153pp published by McCorquodale in 1891. Some wear to covers. £10

6 SEKON GA: "A History of The Great Western Railway being the Story of the Broad Gauge". 
Hardback, 373pp published by Digby, Long & Co. in 1895. Front end page loose, covers rubbed. 
£10

7 LEWIN H.G: "Early British Railways - a short history of their origin & development 1801-1844". 
Hardback, 202pp plus fold out maps, published by LPC in 1925. Spine faded. £10

8 HARDBACK BOOK "Two Essays in Early Locomotive History" by Dendy Marshall. 120pp 
published by LPC in 1928. Covers bumped. £10

9 SMILES S: "The Life of George Stephenson". 546pp published by John Murray in 1857. Part 
leather bound hardback covers (rubbed on spine and corners). £10

10 SAM FAY "A Royal Road - Being The History of the LSWR". Hardback, 138pp published 1882. £10
11 LEE C.E. "Early Railways in Surrey". Hardback, 40pp, published by The Railway Gazette in 1944. 

£10
12 TWO VOLUME work "Calculs des Pont Metalliques" by Leber and Bricka. Clothbound hardback 

covers with illustration in gold on front showing train on bridge. 249 and 84pp, published in Paris 
in 1899. Text in French. Details mathematical formulae and calculations for the building of metal 
bridges. Covers a little rubbed, generally OK. £10

13 HARDBACK BOOK "London and North Western Locomotives" by Cotterell & Wilkinson. 130pp 
in modern replacement hardback covers. Published by The Holland Company in 1899. £10

14 STEEL WILFRED L "The History of the LNWR". Hardback, clothbound covers with title in gold on 
front, 502pp, published by Railway & Travel Monthly in 1914. Covers worn and marked. £10

Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana 

Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 5th September 2015 from 
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the 
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing 
room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit/credit card 

details in accordance with Condition 6 on page 1).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on Friday 11th September.
Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price. 

Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms & 
Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.
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15 RAILWAY GAZETTE publication "The Railways of Switzerland" issued in connection with the 
railway congress, Lucerne, June 1947. 64pp plus 88pp of adverts, bound into hardback covers. 
Small mark to covers, otherwise OK. £10

16 EAST AFRICAN LITERATURE BUREAU published hardback book "Permanent Way. The Story 
of the Kenya and Uganda Railway" by MF Hill. Clothbound covers with illustrated dust jacket, 
591pp 1976 reprint. Dust jacket very poor, covers bumped. £10

17 INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS published paperback booklet "English and American 
Locomotives in Japan" by FH Trevithick. 14pp published 1896. £10

18 Catalogue for the exhibition of CUNEO paintings at the Mall Galleries, London in June 1988. 
Landscape format, green card covers with name in gold on front, 40+pp fully illustrated guide to 
the paintings in the exhibition. £10

19 BRADSHAW'S "Handbook to the Manufacturing Districts of Great Britain". Green, clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front, 133pp plus plates, circa 1854. Covers Lancashire, 
Cheshire, Staffordshire and Warwickshire. Minor spine wear. £10

20 BRADSHAW'S "Handbook For Tourists in Great Britain & Ireland" - Section 2: Wales and areas 
east of Bristol to East Anglia. Illustrated paperback covers, 112pp plus adverts and fold out maps, 
dated 1877. Good condition for age. £10

21 BRADSHAW'S "Paris Guide". Card covers with coloured artwork, 98pp dated 1855. No map. £10
22 BRADSHAW'S "Descriptive Guide to the Caledonian Railway, the City of Carlisle and the 

Celebrated Falls of the Clyde". Yellow card covers, 46pp plus fold out map, dated 1848. £10
23 BRADSHAW'S "Plans of the Most Important Cities and Towns of Continental Europe". Paperback 

covers containing 298 maps. Dated 1914. Wear to covers. £10
24 BOUND VOLUME of "South Western Railway Magazine". Volume VII containing January to 

December issues for 1921. 192pp plus adverts in hardback clothbound covers. £10
25 GER. Two bound volumes of the Great Eastern Railway Magazine, Vol.15 1925 and Vol.16 1926. 

Unofficial, non-matching bindings. (2) £10
26 EDINBURGH AND DALKEITH RAILWAY booklet of parliamentary acts relating to the railway. 

Paperback, 161pp, 'printed for the use of the company' in 1835. £10
27 HARDBACK BOOK "Railroadiana". Guide to areas in the vicinity of the London & Birmingham 

Railway. Published by Simpkin Marshall in 1838. 216pp plus map in front pocket. Spine restored, 
end pages replaced. £10

28 ROSCOE T "The London and Birmingham Railway". 196pp plus fold out map in hardback covers 
with title in gold on spine. Published by Charles Tilt circa 1839. Covers rubbed. £10

29 ALLEN R. published "Midland Counties Railway Companion". Very worn hardback covers, 
300+pp plus one fold out map, dated 1840. Some staining. £10

30 ALLEN R. Published "Midland Railway Companion". Paperback, 72pp plus plates, circa 1840s. 
Spine taped. £10

31 BLACK'S "Iron Highway from London to Edinburgh and Glasgow". Card covers, 36pp plus 
adverts and fold out map, published 1850. Covers faded. Ex Paul Edwards library. £10

32 R GROOMBRIDGE published "Handbook for Travellers Along The London and Birmingham 
Railway with 25 Wood Engravings". 146pp plus fold out map in clothbound covers with title plate 
attached to front. Book based on the work by Roscoe. Circa 1840. Restoration to spine and front 
end pages, title plate scuffed. £10

33 TEBBUTT'S "Guide to the North Midland, Midland Counties and London & Birmingham Railways". 
Green card covers, 122pp plus fold out map and timetable, published 1841. Covers very worn, 
contents OK. £10

34 COGHLAN'S "Steam Packet and Coast Companion". Clothbound hardback covers with title in 
gold on front, 250pp published by Hughes circa 1838. Minor spine wear. £10

35 CORNISH'S "Grand Junction and Liverpool and Manchester Railway Companion". Pocket sized, 
172pp plus fold out map and faretable (torn). Second edition published 1837. Cover wear. £10
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36 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the Grand Junction Railway". Hardback with title in gold on front, 147pp 
plus plates, adverts and fold-out maps, second edition dated September 1838. Minor wear. £10

37 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the Nottingham & Derby and Derby & Birmingham Railways". Green 
paperback covers, 60pp plus fold-out map, circa 1840. Bindings removed causing separated 
sections and detached pages. £10

38 WYLD'S "London and Birmingham Railway Guide" dated 1838. Pocket sized hardback book with 
title in gold on the front, 179pp plus fold out map. Good for age. £10

39 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE GNR dated 1909. Red clothbound hardback covers 
showing illustration of York Minster, 454pp plus fold-out maps. Some fading and wear to spine, 
tears to some maps. £10

40 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE GWR dated 1884. Plain red clothbound hardback 
covers, 372pp plus fold-out maps. Good condition. £10

41 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE GWR dated 1890. Paperback edition with illustrated 
covers showing locations on the railway, 492pp plus fold out maps. Covers very worn. £10

42 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE GWR dated 1913. Red clothbound hardback covers 
showing coat of arms, 490pp plus fold-out maps. Spine faded, bindings very loose. £10

43 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE LNWR dated 1909. Red clothbound hardback covers 
showing illustration of Lichfield Cathedral and the Doric arch, 546pp plus fold-out maps. Some 
fading and wear to spine, ex Paul Edwards library. £10

44 MEASOM'S OFFICIAL ILLUSTRATED GUIDE to the GNR, MR, MS&LR, etc. 800+pp in hardback 
covers, dated 1861. Front cover detached, title page missing, pages detached, generally poor 
and need of restoration. £5

45 OSBORNE'S LONDON & BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY GUIDE. Brown clothbound covers, 270pp 
plus adverts and map. Dated January 1840. Covers slightly faded, part of one advert missing, 
several library stamps. £10

46 RAILWAY CHRONICLE "Travelling Charts" for the London - Tunbridge, Dover route. 20pp fold-
out style showing features on route, folding into illustrated paperback covers. Circa 1850s. Covers 
worn and fragile, rear cover detached. £10

47 GNR bound volume of director's reports and accounts for the period between 1846 and 1853. 
200+pp in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Covers very poor, 
bindings loose, contents OK. £10

48 GNR bound volume of director's reports and accounts for the period between 1863 and 1867. 
200+pp in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Covers very poor, 
contents OK. £10

49 GNR large sized bound volume of director's reports and accounts for the period between 1906 
and 1912. 150+pp in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers very 
poor, contents OK. £10

50 GNR large sized bound volume of director's reports and accounts for the period between 1913 
and 1921. 150+pp in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers worn, 
contents OK. £10

51 GNR small sized letterpress poster "Oxford & Cambridge Boat Race - excursion passengers for 
Cambridge may return from King's Cross etc". Purple coloured paper, dated April 1870. 12" x 6", 
partially faded, folded. £10

52 GNR circular No.MO 215 "Working of Armoured Trains". Two separated pages, dated March 
1915. Fragile. £10

53 GNR statement for payment on account to the contractors involved in contract No.2 of the Beeston 
- Batley railway. Foolscap sized, 1pp dated 1890. Plus four related letters and receipts. (5) £10

54 BOARD OF TRADE ledger type, part leather bound volume of accident reports and casualty 
returns for 1905. Foolscap sized, 400+pp, faults to covers, contents OK. £50

55 EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY 7pp pamphlet "Suggestions for Improving the Railway 
Communication of the Metropolis" by David Waddington - Chairman of the ECR. Circa 1850s. £10
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56 REPORT of the committee of investigation to the shareholders of the Eastern Counties Railway 
Company. Paperback, 60+pp report and accounts, dated 1849. £10

57 G&SWR "Bye-Laws & Extracts from General Acts". Leather bound hardback covers containing 
two fold out letterpress posters showing signed and sealed bye-laws and offences & penalties. 
Dated 1863. Covers rubbed. £10

58 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY spring folder titled in gold on front "Minutes of Timetable Meetings Jan 
- Dec 1904". Foolscap sized, covers only, no contents. £5

59 NBR circular No.J2-1917 re various subjects including foot warmers. 5pp dated October 1917. £5
60 NER rule book type booklet "Comparative Statement of Shipment Traffic 1889". Leather bound 

card covers with title in gold on front, 50+pp, some completed. Spine missing, covers poor, some 
damp staining. £10

61 EAST COAST JOINT STOCK booklet "Descriptive List of East Coast Joint Stock". Blue 
clothbound card covers with title in gold on front, 20pp dated January 1912. £10

62 GER "Regulations for working Sykes' Lock and Block and double and single line block telegraph 
etc". 132pp dated January 1909. Plus CLC appendix to the WTT dated November 1935 and 
Mersey Railway instructions to be observed by MR staff when operating trains on LMS Wirral 
section dated August 1937. (3) £10

63 LNER (probably) "Gradient Charts Aberdeen District". Small sized, landscape format booklet, 
cloth covers containing ten fold out diagrams. Undated, a little dog-eared. £10

64 LNER minutes of the meetings of the passenger train sub-committee mostly dealing with the use 
of Pullman Cars on the LNER. 20+ typescript pages, dated 1947. £10

65 LNER (NE AREA) rule book sized booklet "Population Tables and Passenger Bookings 1901, 
1911, 1921". Leather bound card covers with title in gold on front, 87pp, damp staining along 
spine affecting all pages. £10

66 LNER staff instructions for the introduction of the Silver Jubilee train from Newcastle to King's 
Cross in September 1935. Several foolscap sized typescript pages detailing times, formation, 
seat reservations, etc. £10

67 FILE of correspondence (letters and carbon copies) relating to discussions between the LNER 
and the Pullman Car Company re the renewal of the agreement between the companies. Dated 
1937. £10

68 LNER & LMS draft memorandum of the meeting of the two companies at Liverpool St on 31st 
March 1944 discussing the position for coaching stock on the M&GN joint line. Nine foolscap 
sized typescript pages plus appendix showing the 1934 and 35 breaking up programme. £10

69 LMS report of the Restaurant Car Services Committee into the restaurant car services of the 
company. 24 foolscap sized typescript pages plus appendices and diagrams. Dated May 1932. 
Cover appears to be signed by Arthur Towle. £35

70 GWR small sized letterpress notice "Air Raid Precautions - Fire" re not using chemical fire 
extinguishers on incendiary bombs. Red print, 8½" x 6½". £10

71 GWR guard's "Passenger Train Journal" for a Falmouth to Camborne train on June 29th 1939. 
Duly completed to show timings and formation including carriage and loco numbers. Plus six 
other forms for trains on various routes in 1939. (7) £10

72 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for a circus special from Slough to 
Reading on May 5th 1940. Duly completed to show timings and formation including vehicle and 
loco numbers. Plus three other forms for similar trains in 1939 & 40. (4) £10

73 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for a fruit special from Hereford to Cardiff 
on July 12th 1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation including vehicle and loco 
numbers. Plus five other forms for similar trains in 1939. (6) £10

74 LNER Royal Train timetable card for trains between King's Cross and Edinburgh on 15th - 17th 
May 1945. 1pp thin card with royal coat of arms in gold at top. VGC. £14

75 BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R.51 re train from King's Cross to Durham and return on 22nd and 
23rd March 1967. 5pp, top r/h corner of cover removed (not affecting text). £5
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76 BR(S) Royal Train notice No.461 re train from Waterloo to Southampton Docks and return on 20th 
October 1954. 4pp. Plus 2 page photocopy engine workings for the train. £5

77 BR(S) Royal Train notice re train from Victoria to Margate and return on 6th July 1951. 4pp 
annotated proof copy. £5

78 BR(E) Royal Train notice No.EG49 re train for the royal family and remains of King George VI 
from Wolferton to King's Cross 11th February 1952. 4pp, folded. £5

79 BR(E&NE) Carriage & Wagon Engineer 9pp booklet "Diagrams of Royal Train Vehicles". Card 
covers, dated 1955. £10

80 BR(E) Great Eastern Line internal publication "Special Technical Instructions for the Working 
of Royal Trains by Diesel Locomotives (two Brush 1365hp locomotives in multiple)". Blue card 
covers, 13 typescript pages, dated March 1963. £5

81 LONDONDERRY RAILWAY small sized letterpress poster "Any passenger entering or leaving 
whilst train is in motion etc". 10" x 8", red print, dated January 1899. Folded. £10

82 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Branksome signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between October and December 1958. £10

83 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Branksome signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between November 1959 and January 1960. £10

84 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from New Bridge signalbox, Pickering. Duly completed for 
the period between June 1957 and April 1958. £10

85 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Fleet signalbox (between Holbeach and Gedney). 
Duly completed for the period between August 1954 and March 1955. £10

86 BRITISH TRANSPORT COMMISSION "BEECHING REPORT" "The Reshaping of British 
Railways". Two part report, part 1 148pp report and part 2 containing maps. Published 1963. £10

87 SR rule book. Leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 213pp dated 1930. 
Amendments added, annotated. Covers rubbed. Plus Quadrant Publications booklet "LNER 
Renumbering" dated October 1946. (2) £10

88 NBR 10" x 4" diagram showing the configuration of bogie invalid saloon No.461. Annotated, pin 
holes in corner. £5

89 HIGHLAND RAILWAY booklet "Code to be used in telegrams". 57pp dated January 1922 
(covers worn). Plus various colliery and pre & post grouping wagon labels and a small quantity of 
paperwork. (Qty) £10

90 BOOKLET "Life on the TPO - a strictly unofficial account by a seasoned traveller". Anonymously 
written 8pp booklet dated June 1972. £5

91 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE "Appendix to the Official Handbook of Railway Stations". Red 
card covers, 262pp dated 1936. Plus similar in green covers dated 1949. (2) £10

92 PRIVATELY PUBLISHED "Midland Lines Traffic Survey". 52 foolscap sized typescript pages 
covering events on January 10th 1964. £10

93 MIDLAND RAILWAY SOCIETY published foolscap sized typescript booklet "British Railways 
Steam Locomotive Shed Allocations 1950 - 1968 part one Western Region". 50+ pages, card 
covers. Plus similar part two - Southern Region and part four - Eastern Region. (3) £10

94 Twenty GWR signalling notices. Mostly 1 - 2pp type for various locations. Dated late 1930s - early 
1940s. Condition varies. (20) £10

95 LMS Temperance Union (musical section) certificate awarded for first in class at the festival held 
in Manchester in 1926. Ornate green border, thin card type. Dusty, some edge wear. Plus LMS air 
raid precaution 12" x 8 " label "Danger Gas" (worn, folded). (2) £10

96 LNER. Approx 200 pages of availability and use of steam locomotive returns for Immingham 
depot. All duly completed and dated 1947. £10

97 LNER internal publication "Operating Statistics - Southern Area". Blue card covers, 33pp 
comparing stats from the four weeks ending 7th October 1933 compared with corresponding 
period in 1932. Marks to cover. £5
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98 LNER "Scale Model Sheet" of Locomotion and Flying Scotsman produced for the company by 
LPC, probably for the centenary in 1925. Illustrated envelope containing card sheet to be cut up 
to assemble card models of the locos. Envelope very poor, contents OK. £5

99 LNER internal publication "Instructions for Operating Oil-Burning Locomotives". Green card 
covers, 16pp plus fold out diagrams, dated April 1947. £10

100 LNER (probably) Chief Superintendent's notebook containing 150+ pages of track layout 
diagrams (hand drawn and cut from documents) of GN & GE section locations. Very well used 
condition. £10

101 End of collection selection of mostly LNER paperwork and instruction booklets. Condition varies. 
(Qty) £5

102 LNER Doncaster Works "Engine Repair" card for A4 class loco 31 Golden Plover. Shows details 
of various visits to the works between new in 1937 to 1945. £10

103 LNER Doncaster Works "Engine Repair" card for A3 class loco 4472 Flying Scotsman. Shows 
details of various visits to the works between 1932 and 1944. £10

104 LNER Doncaster Works two part "Engine Repair" card for A3 class loco 4476 Royal Lancer. 
Shows details of various visits to the works between new in 1923 to 1945. £10

105 LNER Doncaster Works "Engine Repair" card for A3 class loco 4474 Victor Wild. Shows details 
of various visits to the works between new in 1923 to 1945. £10

106 LNER Doncaster Works two part "Engine Repair" card for A3 class loco 4471 Sir Frederick 
Banbury. Shows details of various visits to the works between 1933 and 1945. £10

107 BR Examination & Repair card for loco 46255 City of Hereford. Plus 12 smaller sized Repairs 
Required cards for the same loco. Most dated 1962. (13) £10

108 BR "Engine Record Card" card for Swindon built LMS 8F loco 48476. Shows loco information and 
details of works visits between 1945 and 1960. £10

109 BR "Engine Record Card" for ex GWR ROD type locos 3022 and 3032. Each in two parts showing 
loco information and details of works visits up to being condemned in 1955. Plus twenty Midland 
Railway luggage labels on white paper. Condition varies, some very poor. £10

110 BTC programme for the visit of the Queen to the Eastern Region on 15th February 1962. Card 
covers, cord binding, 20pp illustrated guide and programme. £10

111 BR(NE) framed and glazed "Best Kept Station First Class Prize" certificate awarded to Fyling Hall 
station in 1948. BTC. £10

112 BR(NE) framed and glazed "Best Kept Station First Class Prize" certificate awarded to Ravenscar 
station in 1956. BTC. £10

113 BR(E) typescript booklet "Tinsley Marshalling Yard". Green card covers, 40+ pages and fold out 
diagram, dated 1965. £10

114 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE Western Region Swindon Works letterpress poster "The Practice of 
Jumping Over Engine Pits is Strictly Prohibited". 12" x 8", dated May 1950. Folded. £10

115 FLYING SCOTSMAN. BR official folder for the press trip on 18th June 1962 to commemorate the 
centenary run of the Flying Scotsman between King's Cross and Edinburgh. Contains two page 
information and timings sheets for the run plus photos and ECML Named Trains leaflet. Slight 
wear. £10

116 ACCIDENT REPORTS. Approx 30 reports mostly for incidents on the Scottish region. Dated 1946 
- 1968. (30) £10

117 ENGLISH ELECTRIC & BR hardback booklet "English Electric Type 5 Locomotives (Deltics) 
- Operating Instructions and Fault Finding for Drivers". 50+pp dated 1961. Plus "Standard 
Examination and Job Description" section dated October 1978. (2) £5

118 ENGLISH ELECTRIC. Eleven general arrangement drawings of English Electric Co proposed 
diesel locos. Large size drawings on linen showing proposed locos not built. Dated 1950s & 60s. 
(11) £10
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119 BR 8" x 3" label "This train runs along the public roadway between the quay and the junction with 
the main line at Weymouth. Passengers are asked not to use the lavatories during this part of the 
journey". £10

120 BR(M) foolscap sized, landscape format booklet showing freight train loadings from Warrington. 
52 typescript pages, dated September 1976. Well used and annotated. £10

121 BR(S) 14 typescript page amendments to the July 1962 document "Allocation of Locomotives 
Operating on Southern Region". Plus photocopy of original allocation list. Also January 1978 
allocation list issue (4 pages). £10

122 BR card folder "Worthing Mechanical & Electrical Locking & Auto Signal & Barrier Controls" 
containing three fold out lists. Dated 1980. £5

123 BR typescript document "Bescot Down Tower Shunting Console". Card covers, 16 pages plus fold 
out diagram. Circa 1970s. Plus similar "Bescot Down Tower Signalling Console". 8 pages plus 
diagrams. (2) £10

124 BR. Two diagrams of self cleaning smokebox arrangements as fitted to Britannia class locos. Plus 
typescript report on a related accident at Bingley involving 70001 in 1966. £10

125 BR(M) passenger fares ledger type hardback book from Rhyl station. 1000+ pages, very heavy, 
well used condition. Dated 1954. £10

126 GREAT SOUTHERN RAILWAYS foolscap sized booklet "Arrangements for Travel at Reduced 
Fares". Green paperback covers, 11pp plus many added amendments, dated 1937. Rusty staples 
removed. £5

127 WATERFORD, LIMERICK AND WESTERN RAILWAY "Notice of special trains and other 
arrangements". 22pp dated April 21st 1900. Plus small end of collection selection of Irish and UK 
paperwork items including GNR(I) WTT August 1941. (Qty) £10

128 CATALOGUE for the sale of fittings and fixtures of The Mauretania conducted by Hampton & 
Sons at Southampton docks in May 1935. Paperback, 191pp, 3503 lots. VGC. £10

129 Lists No.1 - 15 of the "RAILWAY 'OFFICIAL' POSTCARD LIST" as compiled by Alsop, Hilton and 
Wright. Each 12 - 16pp listing the issues of various companies, published 1981. The forerunner 
to John Alsops definitive list of official postcards. A few annotations otherwise OK. (15) £10

130 EAST INDIA (RAILWAYS) "Administration Report on the Railways in India for 1886 - 87". Large 
size, blue paperback covers, 120pp, published by HMSO. £10

131 WHITE STAR published booklet "SS Majestic - the world's largest steamer". Red card covers 
with star logo, 44pp illustrated guide to the vessel, circa 1920s. Folded/creased, centre pages 
detached. £10

132 ISLE OF MAN STEAM PACKET COMPANY guide to summer services 1958. Coloured pictorial 
paperback covers showing steamer at sea, 50pp. £10

133 ISLE OF MAN. Small quantity of IOM shipping and railway related ephemera including timetables 
and handbills. Approx 32 items dated 1940s - 90s. Condition varies. (Qty) £5

134 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle 
for the purchase of nameplates from locos 6807 Birchwood Grange, 30737 King Uther, 30779 Sir 
Colgrevance, 60159 Bonnie Dundee, 65742 The Braes of Derwent, 62757 The Burton. £10

135 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle 
for the purchase of smokeboxes and 9 x 5s from various ex LNER locos including 60503, 61293, 
64312, 65007, 68820, 61343, etc. £10

136 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle for 
the purchase of diesel and electric nameplates from locos Western Sovereign, Skiddaw, Cross 
Fell, Snowdon, Redgauntlet and Lea Valley Enterprise headboard. £10

137 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle for 
the purchase of smokeboxes from locos 7012, 41313, 63359, 73075, etc. £10

138 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle for 
the purchase of cabsides from locos 351, 4128, 3607, 9405, 1434, 5603, 5632, 1020, etc. £10
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Lots 139 - 179: Share Certificates and Early Paperwork
139 MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for £50 of 5% perpetual 

preference stock dated 1915. Ornate scrolled title, pink paper, sections of embossed seal removed 
as cancellation. £10

140 NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE AND CARLISLE RAILWAY certificate for one quarter share dated 
1835. Foolscap sized vellum with several dividend stamps. £10

141 FORCETT RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1876. Ornate title, printed on lilac 
paper, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded and marked at folds. £10

142 GOLDEN VALLEY RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1878. Ornate scrolled 
title, orange print, engraving of old loco in side embellishment, embossed seal, not cancelled, 
VGC. £10

143 MID - WALES RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1863. Ornate scrolled title, 
embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £10

144 CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS share certificate for £200 of preference stock dated 1890. Ornate 
scrolled title, blue print, pen and punch cancelled. £10

145 LEICESTER AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY share script certificate for 5 £20 shares deposit paid. 
Not dated but circa 1845. Ornate scrolled title, not cancelled. £10

146 EASTERN COUNTIES AND LONDON AND BLACKWALL RAILWAY COMPANIES share 
transfer certificate for 50 £10 shares dated 1854. Printed on blue paper, not cancelled. £10

147 WATERFORD AND LIMERICK RAILWAY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1845. Ornate 
scrolled title, coat of arms top centre, red attached embossed seal, printed on blue paper, not 
cancelled. £20

148 OSWESTRY, ELLESMERE & WHITCHURCH RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share 
dated 1861. Ornate title, embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £10

149 NORTH CORNWALL RAILWAY Wadebridge Line unissued share certificate for debenture stock 
dated 18xx. Ornate scrolled title, printed on yellow paper, not cancelled, VGC. £10. £10

150 BRECON & MERTHYR TYDFIL JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for £14 of 'Fourth 
Preference Stock' dated 1901. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, printed on green paper. Pen 
cancellations and seal perforated. Plus three printed notices dated 1868 - 69. (4) £10

151 EASTON & CHURCH HOPE RAILWAY unissued share certificate for £20 preference shares 
dated 18xx. Ornate scrolled title, pink coloured print, not cancelled. £10

152 AYR AND MAYBOLE JUNCTION RAILWAY unissued share certificate for £10 shares in 
'Additional Capital Stock 1866' dated 18xx. Ornate scrolled title and side embellishment, not 
cancelled. £10

153 LONDON CHATHAM & DOVER RAILWAY City Line Shares certificate for 500 £10 'Deferred 
Share A' dated 1864. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled, good condition. £10

154 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY share certificate for ordinary share capital dated 1913. Red 
print on lilac underprint, ornate scrolled title, engraving of the overhead line in centre. Punch 
cancellations, folded and with fold tears. £10

155 GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY (1976) LIMITED share certificate for 20 £0.25 shares dated 1981. 
Coat of arms top centre, engravings in side embellishment, red embossed seal, not cancelled, 
VGC. £10

156 BARASET - BASIRHAT LIGHT RAILWAY (India) unissued share certificate for 100 Rupee 
shares dated 19xx. Ornate scrolled title and side embellishment, blue print on yellow paper, not 
cancelled, good condition. £10

157 SALVADOR RAILWAY large format mortgage debenture bond for £100 dated 1899 with coupons 
attached. Ornate title and borders, red print, embossed seal, not cancelled, central fold. £10

158 COLOMBIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY large format two-page mortgage debenture certificate for 
£100 dated 1903. Ornate borders, blue print and underprint, embossed seal, not cancelled, 
central fold. £10
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159 SAN PAULO BRAZILIAN RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1860. Ornate 
scrolled title, company crest near centre, embossed seal, not cancelled. £10

160 DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE COMPANY share certificate for £40 £1 preference shares dated 
1907. Ornate scrolled title and side embellishment, embossed seal, not cancelled, good condition. 
£10

161 TANNETT, WALKER AND COMPANY (engineers and boilermakers, Leeds) debenture certificate 
for £50 dated 1912. Ornate title, large format, red attached seal, central fold, not cancelled. £10

162 LEICESTER AND SWANNINGTON RAILWAY printed letter re the next share call. Dated July 
1839. £10

163 TAFF VALE RAILWAY prospectus dated 1914. 8pp including application form for stock, bankers 
receipt, etc. £10

164 MS&LR notice to owners, lessees and occupiers re land needed in the Manchester area for the 
building of the extension to London. Large size, 4pp, folded, dated 1891. £5

165 LONDON, OXFORD & CHELTENHAM RAILWAY prospectus dated 1846. 4pp including 
application form. £10

166 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY fully headed letter from the Secretary's Office, 
Darlington, dated 1848. Plus similar from the Manager's Office, Goods & Passenger Department, 
Darlington dated 1862. Also circular dated 1858 concerning dividends from SDR, Wear Valley and 
Redcar Railways shares. (3) £10

167 LETTER addressed to the Secretary of the Darlington Committee of the Stockton and Darlington 
Railway. 1d red stamp attached. Plus two S&DR mineral waybills and other paperwork items. 
(Qty) £10

168 EAST NORFOLK RAILWAY handwritten (manuscript) items dated 1878-1879 concerning land 
purchase and works (diversions, culverts, bridges, roads etc) for the Aylsham Extension. £10

169 SHEFFIELD, BUXTON, LEEK, POTTERIES AND CREWE RAILWAY printed foolscap sized 
circular dated 1845 concerning proposals for the railway. £5

170 LOUTH & LINCOLN RAILWAY paperwork items. Act of parliament (1866), prospectus with map 
(1871), shareholder's report recommending hand over to GNR (1881). (3) £10

171 LNWR land conveyance document dated 1896 for land in the parish of Bebbington, Cheshire. 
Large vellum document showing map of land and rail line and with attached wax seals of the 
LNWR. Some crazing and loss to seals, otherwise good condition. £10

172 Two LNWR land agreement documents for the lease of land in Widnes. Each 4 pages, one with 
small map of area. Dated 1866 and 1879. (2) £10

173 SOUTH YORKSHIRE JOINT LINE COMMITTEE "Notice to Treat". 4pp foolscap sized form 
detailing property to be taken near Tickhill including map of area. Orange paper, dated 1923. £10

174 HIGHLAND RAILWAY. 50+ paperwork items, mostly waybills, invoices, consignment notes, etc. 
(Qty) £10

175 REPORT of a mineral survey along the track of the proposed north or level line of canal between 
Berwick, Edinburgh and Glasgow. Paperback, 37pp dated May 1814. Covers dusty. £10

176 EDINBURGH UNION RAILWAYS printed land purchase documents with details of parliamentary 
act. Large size, 4pp dated 1864. £5

177 ABERDEENSHIRE LIGHT RAILWAY "Book of Reference to Plans". Large sized 41pp book in 
leather bound covers, dated December 1896. Lists all the properties affected by the building of 
the railway. £10

178 SOUTHERN HOTELS LIMITED (linked to the Great Southern and Western Railway of Ireland) 
prospectus for preference shares dated 1894. 4pp including application form and banker receipt. 
£10

179 PORTLAND AND HAMILTON RAILWAY (Australia) letter type invitation to the turning of the first 
sod, 27th April 1876. Folded. £10
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Lots 180 - 201: Railway Loco and Equipment Manufacturers Publications
180 DICK, KERR & CO LTD published catalogue of "Portable, Semi-Portable and Fixed Railway 

and Rolling Stock". Maroon card covers, 116pp, fully illustrated, dated 1891. Covers poor and 
creased, contents OK. £10

181 VULCAN LOCOMOTIVES Catalogue. Illustrated card covers showing steam and electric 
locomotives. 124pp fully illustrated guide to the activities of the works and locos built. Circa 1955. 
Dedication on front end page. £10

182 SENTINEL published brochure "Industrial Steam Locomotives". 8pp fully illustrated glossy guide 
to loco types available from the company. Circa 1950s. £10

183 BEYER PEACOCK & COMPANY LIMITED 6pp fold out leaflet "The Garratt Patent Articulated 
Locomotive" produced to commemorate the use of the loco type on the Prince of Wales' royal 
train in South Africa in June 1925. £10

184 YORKSHIRE ENGINE COMPANY LTD hardback booklet "Standard Industrial Locomotives". 
28pp fully illustrated guide to locos built by the company. Dated 1952. Plus specification brochure 
for the company 275HP diesel electric loco with photo illustrated card covers, circa 1961. (2) £10

185 W.G. BAGNALL Ltd. catalogue No.18. Clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 
72pp, fully illustrated, published circa 1910s. Faded and worn cover, damp staining to edges of 
pages throughout. £10

186 HUNSLET ENGINE COMPANY catalogue of locomotives. Card covers, 20+pp detailing company 
locos and other products. Dated 1968. £10

187 HUNSLET ENGINE COMPANY catalogue of locomotives. Card covers, 40+pp detailing company 
locos and other products. Circa 1950s. £10

188 DREWRY DIESEL MECHANICAL LOCOMOTIVES Operating and Maintenance Instructions. 
Hardback, 30pp plus several diagrams and photos. Circa late 1950s. Well used. £10

189 D.NAPIER & SON publication "Napier Deltic Engines for Rail Traction - performance and 
installation data". Card covers, comb binding, 18pp circa 1950s. £10

190 METROPOLITAN-VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO publicity booklet "Metropolitan Railway 
Electrification". Card covers with centre cut-out, 50pp fully illustrated guide to the work. Circa 
1920s. £10

191 METROPOLITAN-VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO publicity booklet "Electric Locomotives". Card 
covers, 40pp fully illustrated guide to electric locos supplied by the company. Dated 1928. £10

192 METROPOLITAN-VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO publicity booklet "Electrification on the London & 
South Western Railway". Illustrated card covers showing EMU, 32pp fully illustrated guide to the 
work with fold out map (torn). Dated 1922. £10

193 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNALLING CO. published booklet "Production and Reproduction 
- Manchester LM&SRly". Card covers, 28pp plus fold-out diagram. Dated 1930. £5

194 WESTINGHOUSE published booklet "Coded Continuous Cab Signalling". Pictorial card cover 
showing loco at speed. 12pp fully illustrated glossy publication dated 1946. £10

195 ASEA (Sweden) publicity booklet "Electrification of the Swedish State Railways main line 
Stockholm - Gothenburg". Coloured pictorial card covers showing electric loco and train, 85pp 
dated 1926. Text in English. £10

196 SKODA "Catalogue of Steam Locomotives". 100+pp fully illustrated in illustrated card covers. 
Comb binding, circa 1950s, text in English. £10

197 JOHN FOWLER & Co Steam Plough Works Leeds general catalogue No.3 of traction engines and 
road rollers. Card covers, 36pp, fully illustrated, circa 1920s. Very worn. Plus similar descriptive 
catalogue No.46 part 2 dated 1892. 48pp, very worn and with faults. (2) £10

198 SAVAGES LTD (King's Lynn) souvenir booklet "100 Not Out" by Ronald Clark commemorating 
the centenary of manufacturing of traction engines, farm implements, etc in 1950. Card covers 
(dusty), 36pp. £10

199 FOSTER & CO (Lincoln) catalogue of company traction engines. Card covers, 44pp, fully 
illustrated, circa 1920s. VGC. £10
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200 FODENS LIMITED (Sandbach) catalogue of company steam lorries. Card covers, 72pp fully 
illustrated guide, circa 1910s. A little dusty but generally OK. £10

201 FODENS LIMITED (Sandbach) illustrated spare parts list for the Foden speed - six steam wagon. 
Card covers, 42pp, fully illustrated, circa 1920s. £10

Lots 202 - 282: Maps, Plans and Diagrams
(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)

202 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of the Staffordshire District dated 1887. Dmf into hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. Covers, especially spine, poor. Map OK. £10

203 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of the Cumberland & Westmorland Districts dated 1885. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine missing, covers very poor with front detached. 
Map OK. £10

204 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of South Wales dated 1888. Dmf into hardback covers with title in gold 
on front. Covers rubbed otherwise OK. £20

205 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Durham & District dated 1887. Dmf into hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. Covers worn and scuffed. Map OK. £20

206 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Edinburgh & Glasgow District dated 1915. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £10

207 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Cumberland & Westmorland Districts dated 1912. Dmf 
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £10

208 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Staffordshire District dated 1913. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Minor spine wear otherwise good. £10

209 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Staffordshire District dated 1918. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Fold tears, some large. £10

210 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District north sheet dated 1918. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers worn, map dusty/grubby. £10

211 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District south sheet dated 1912. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Minor spine wear otherwise good. £10

212 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District south sheet dated 1923. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine faults, map OK. £10

213 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and its Environs dated 1907. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Covers very poor with front detached. Plus various LMS booklets 
including route books and a few luggage labels. £10

214 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and its Environs dated 1915. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Spine wear. £10

215 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and its Environs dated 1935. Dmf into card 
covers with title on label on front. £10

216 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the East of England dated 1906. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Cover and spine wear, slight discolouration of map. £10

217 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the South of England dated 1906. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Spine wear, corners rubbed. £10

218 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of South Wales dated 1910. Dmf into hardback covers (front 
missing), map OK. £10

219 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Scotland dated 1916. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Minor spine wear otherwise good. £10

220 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Scotland dated 1960. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. VGC. £10

221 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1947. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Title faded, map worn. £10
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222 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1895. 150+ diagrams 
in hardback covers. Complete with supplements. Covers very poor, some faults to contents, 
bindings loose. £30

223 NER Central Division map showing engineer's districts. Dmf into leather bound covers with title in 
gold on front. Dated 1898. Spine and cover poor, map OK. £10

224 NER large book of Northern Division plans and sections produced for the 1892 parliamentary 
session. Part leather bound covers with title in gold on front. 14pp, various locations including 
Cambois branch and Newcastle area. Covers very worn and with faults, contents OK. £10

225 GCR plan of Lincoln showing the goods yard, approach roads, etc. 41.66ft to 1" coloured plan, 
dmf into clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1906. Front cover detached, 
plan OK. £10

226 THAMES HAVEN map showing the proposed dock and railway connection to Romford on the 
Eastern Counties Railway. Linen backed, part coloured map of south east England with small 
illustration of the proposed dock. Circa 1840s. Folded, good for age. £10

227 LNWR & CALEDONIAN RAILWAY gradient diagram for the London, Edinburgh and Glasgow 
West Coast Route. Dmf into card covers with title on label on front. Dated 1903. £10

228 CALEDONIAN & NBR map of the Edinburgh area produced for an agreement between the 
companies in 1907. Johnston Ltd published 6" to 1" map of Edinburgh, Leith and Portobello 
coloured to show distances from the centre. Dmf into green cloth covers. VGC. £10

229 GER Engineer's Office plan of GER Ilford re "Mr.Davis's Complaint". 14" x 10" on linen showing 
the proposed siding. Dated 1898. Folded. £10

230 METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY Map of Greater London and Environs. Coloured cloth 
bound map folding into illustrated card covers. First edition dated 1902. Wear and faults to cover, 
map OK. £10

231 L&YR and East Lancashire Railways map produced for the amalgamation bill, 1859. Part 
coloured, linen backed map, folded. Some wear. £10

232 DEARNE VALLEY LIGHT RAILWAYS plan of the railway. 2" to 1 mile, part coloured on paper. 
Produced for the Light Railway Commission in 1913. Folded, slight wear. £10

233 Three part paper map showing GNR lines from London to Grantham & Nottingham, continuation 
to York and Leeds, loop or Lincolnshire line from Peterborough. Each 20" x 13", part coloured, 
undated, published by Cassell. Folded. £10

234 APPROX 20 railway company maps. NER, LNER, LMS, BR etc paper type issues. Mostly ex 
timetable and guide book. Very variable condition. £5

235 LMS "The Gleneagles Map". Clothbound, coloured map showing the area around the Gleneagles 
Hotel. Folds into hardback covers with title on decorative label on front. £10

236 LMS large sized RCH type diagram covering No.2 section Glasgow district. Clothbound map, 
folding into green cloth covers with title on label on front. Undated. £10

237 LNER Colliery Map of Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Lancashire, Cheshire and North 
Wales. Clothbound RCH style map folding into red clothbound card covers with title on front. 
Dated 1925. £10

238 BR(S) London Central District line diagram showing Bricklayers Arms, Stewarts Lane and 
Battersea Wharf area. Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. £10

239 BR(S) London Central District area No.2 line diagrams showing lines in the Norwood Junction 
and New Cross Gate area. Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. 
Small fold tears, amendments added. £10

240 BR(S) South Eastern Division office copy line diagrams plus enlarged version for Battersea & 
Stewarts Lane area. Dated 1960. Folded. (7) £10

241 BR(W) Chief Signal & Telecommunication Engineer's office copy of a GWR signalling diagram of 
Westerleigh West. 32" x 12", folded and worn. Dated 1966. £10

242 BR(M) large sized folder containing a number of side strip diagrams showing many lines on the 
region. Circa 1970s. £10
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243 BR landscape format booklet containing approx 30 Roneod type line diagrams of GC & GN East 
Midlands Division locations. Circa early 1960s. £10

244 WALKER'S map of the railways of England and Wales. Part coloured to show actual and proposed 
lines. Dmf into clothbound hardback covers, dated 1839. Some wear, good for age. £10

245 J.COOPER published "Map of England, Wales and the southern part of Scotland shewing all 
the railways & steam packet communications". Clothbound coloured map dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title on label on front. Circa 1860s. Minor marks and scuffs to map, some 
wear to covers. £10

246 ARROWSMITH map of the railways of England & Wales dated 1846. Part coloured linen bound 
map published in 4 separate sections each dmf and contained in slipcase. Slipcase poor, maps 
OK. £10

247 RICHARD NICHOLS published "Map of Inland Navigation, Canals and Railroads". Six part, very 
large sized coloured map, each section dmf and contained in slipcase. Dated 1830. Slipcase 
worn, maps VGC. £10

248 CHEFFINS'S MAP of the Railways in England & Scotland. Clothbound coloured map, dmf into 
clothbound covers with title on paper label on front. 4th edition circa 1840s. Foxing to rear of map, 
some wear to cover. £10

249 STANFORD'S "Road and Railway Map of England" dated 1871. Clothbound coloured map folding 
into slipcase with title in gold on front. Slipcase poor, minor faults and foxing to map. £10

250 ANDREW REID published "Map of the Coalfield of Northumberland". Coloured map showing 
royalties of collieries, railways and ports of shipment. Dmf into hardback clothbound covers with 
title on front. Circa 1930s. Generally good condition. £10

251 RAILWAY CHRONICLE published paper map of the railways of England and Wales, part coloured 
to show the different gauges in use at the time. Published as a supplement to the newspaper in 
1847. Folded. £10

252 MOGG'S "New Map England & Wales and part of Scotland showing cross roads, railways etc". 
Clothbound coloured map, folding into hardback slipcase. Circa 1850s. Slipcase poor, map OK. 
£10

253 CHEFFIN'S "London and Birmingham Railway Map" dated 1838. Two part coloured map, dmf into 
card covers with title in gold on front. Slight wear to covers, map OK. £10

254 CRUCHLEY'S Railway and Telegraphic County Map of Devonshire. Coloured paper map folding 
into orange coloured covers. Circa 1860s. Cover wear, slight foxing to map. £10

255 BETTS'S "Road & Railroad Map of Ireland". Coloured map, dmf into brown, clothbound hardback 
covers with title in gold on front, circa 1850s. Wear to covers and map. £10

256 ANDRIVEAU-GOUJON published map of the railways of France. Coloured map, dmf into 
clothbound hardback covers with title in French on the front. Dated 1885. Spine wear, map OK. 
£10

257 ITALY. Coloured system map, dmf into leather bound hardback covers, dated 1886. Plus similar 
dated 1907, attached at one end. Some wear to covers, map dusty. £10

258 BR(S) signalbox diagram from Marchwood showing the line from Eastleigh. 72" x 18" dated 1993. 
£10

259 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Abram North" showing the line from Bickershaw Junction. Approx 36" 
x 18", dated 1956. Folded, damp staining along bottom edge. £10

260 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Bewsey" showing the line from Liverpool towards Manchester. Approx 
36" x 18". Undated, appears ex box condition. £10

261 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Ravenhead Junction" showing the lines from St.Helens towards Sutton 
Oak Junction. Approx 36" x 18". Undated. £10

262 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Gaerwen" showing the line from Llanfair towards Bodorgan. Approx 
36" x 18", undated, appears ex box condition. £10
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263 BR signalbox diagram "Braithwell Junction" showing the line from Loughton towards Silverwood 
and Gowdall. Dated 1948. Unfortunately torn into two parts and with further faults. Needs 
restoring. Plus another similar. (2) £10

264 Railway Signal Company Drawing Office copy of the LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY 
signalbox diagram for Dingle station. 40" x 20", folded and creased. £10

265 GER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at Battlesbridge. Coloured, approx 48" x 26", cloth 
backed, dated 1907. Dusty/grubby. £10

266 GER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at Wrabness. Coloured, approx 48" x 26", cloth 
backed, dated 1907. Dusty/grubby. £10

267 GER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at Southminster. Coloured, approx 48" x 18", cloth 
backed, dated 1932. Dusty/grubby. £10

268 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Lairg station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 72" x 26" 
dated 1921 corrected to 1938. Dusty/grubby. £10

269 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Newtonmore station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 
72" x 26" dated 1904 corrected to 1921. Dusty/grubby. £10

270 DUNDEE & ARBROATH JOINT RAILWAY plan of Arbroath station and adjoining area. 33ft to 1" 
coloured plan on linen, 72" x 26" dated 1923. Dusty/grubby. £10

271 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY Northern Division drawing of the proposed new waiting rooms and 
verandah on the down platform at Stonehaven. 4ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 26" wide, very 
long, dated 1899. Dusty/grubby, creasing and faults along bottom edge. £10

272 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY Northern Division plan of Glencarse station. 50ft to 1" coloured 
clothbound plan, 72" x 26", corrected to 1917. Dusty/grubby, damp stained along bottom edge. 
£10

273 NBR plan of Dundee Tay Bridge station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 26" wide, very long, 
dated 1900. Re-taped at folds, section missing at bottom r/h corner. Dusty/grubby. £10

274 MIDLAND RAILWAY plan and section of proposed new roads and additional lands at Sheffield. 
Large sized plan in paper covers, dated 1904. Covers very dusty, plan OK. £10

275 LMS general plan of Kingussie station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 72" x 26" dated 1929 
corrected to 1936. Dusty/grubby. £10

276 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Walton on the Hill. 24" x 11", part 
coloured diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger volume. 
Rolled. £10

277 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Birkdale station. 24" x 11", part coloured 
diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger volume. Rolled. £10

278 BR(W) S&T Engineer's Department plan of St.Blazey Bridge Crossing. 16" x 12" on linen, dated 
1973. Plus similar office copy of the 1969 issue (folded and worn). (2) £10

279 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE Western Region Civil Engineer's Department large, detailed plan of 
Kidderminster. Coloured, clothbound, 40" wide, very long, 40 feet to 1", dated 1948. £10

280 BANBURY WATERWORKS OS type map dated 1936-37. Hand coloured to show reservoir, 
pumping stations and pipes. Dmf into clothbound hardbound covers with title on label on front. £10

281 WEST GLOUCESTERSHIRE WATER OS type map dated 1938-39. Hand coloured to show River 
Severn, reservoirs and pumping stations. Dmf into clothbound hardbound covers with title on 
label on front. £10

282 OS 208ft to 1" detailed map of showing Manchester Ship Canal, LNWR Warrington & Stockport 
Line, Latchford Viaduct, railway cuttings and stations. Dmf into hardback covers. Undated. £10

Lots 283 - 350: Timetables, Timetable Sheets/Cards and Working Booklets
(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)

283 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1881. 528pp, bound into later hardback covers. 
Some wear and faults. £5
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284 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated March 1890. 550pp, bound into later hardback covers. 
Some wear and faults. £5

285 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated September 1898. 988pp, bound (without covers) into 
modern hardback covers. Loose and detached pages. £5

286 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1908. 1242pp, bound into official hardback 
covers. Bindings very loose, covers laminated. £10

287 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated October 1916. 1168pp, bound (without covers) into 
contemporary part leather hardback covers. Complete with part of original map. £5

288 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated January 1917. 1156pp, bound into later hardback covers. 
Very worn, bindings loose. £5

289 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated July 1919. 738pp, bound into later hardback covers. 
Faults to original covers, loose pages. £5

290 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1924. 1254pp, bound (without covers) into 
modern hardback covers. Very poor condition, detached pages, loose bindings. Plus similar 
August 1914 issue in extremely poor/unusable condition. (2) £5

291 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated September 1932. 1137pp, bindings loose, covers 
laminated. £5

292 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated April 1947. 1127pp, bindings loose, tape repairs and 
covers laminated. £5

293 SHROPSHIRE & MONTGOMERYSHIRE RAILWAY timetable booklet. 12pp printed on brown 
coloured paper, dated April 1914. £30

294 BRISTOL & EXETER RAILWAY PTT dated October 1873. Orange paperback covers, 28pp plus 
map. Spine wear otherwise VGC. £10

295 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY PTT dated November 1895. Coloured pictorial covers showing head 
on view of loco and tunnel, 176pp plus fold out map, bound into hardback, clothbound covers. 
Good condition. £10

296 SECR PTT dated October 1902. Foolscap sized, coloured pictorial covers showing company coat 
of arms and places served, 184pp plus map. Good condition. £10

297 LSWR PTT dated June 1904. Foolscap sized, coloured pictorial covers showing company coat of 
arms, 170pp plus map. Good condition. £10

298 LNWR PTT dated November 1855. Foolscap sized, paperback covers, 36pp, good condition. £10
299 LNWR PTT dated October 1922. Foolscap sized, brown covers, 322pp, no map. £10
300 LNWR timetable covers. Maroon clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms and text in gold 

on front and back. VGC. £10
301 HIGHLAND RAILWAY PTT dated July 1922. Paperback, 50pp plus fold out map. Service 

alterations sheet (torn and worn) added to front. £10
302 GNSR PTT dated July 1921. Coloured pictorial paperback covers show map of area. 40pp plus 

fold out map. Covers loose. £20
303 GNSR timetable covers. Red coloured clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on 

front. Spine very poor, edges rubbed, remnants of label on front. £10
304 MIDLAND RAILWAY PTT dated July 1903. Foolscap sized, illustrated colour covers showing 

system map, 184pp plus tourist programme and maps. Good condition. £10
305 LOCALLY PUBLISHED handbill sized, thin card timetable showing arrival and departure of trains 

at Hungerford station, June 1869. Bottom section torn off and re-taped on rear. £10
306 GER WTT of passenger and goods trains. 288pp dated May 1890. Disbound. £10
307 NER section 3 WTT dated July 1903. 62pp, disbound. £10
308 GNSR appendix No.69 to the book of rules and regulations and to the WTT. 138pp dated August 

1916. Slight wear, generally OK. £10
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309 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY passenger train alterations booklet dated September 1903. Foolscap 
sized, 16pp including details of opening of extension of the Callander and Oban line to Ballachulish. 
Rusty staples, slight wear. £10

310 GWR TIMETABLE COVERS. Maroon clothbound type with coat of arms on front. Foolscap sized, 
very worn. Complete with PTT dated November 1915. 208pp, contents detached from covers and 
somewhat worn. £10

311 GWR AND SR joint notice No.75 Plymouth District (GWR), Exeter Division (GWR) and Western 
Division (SR) "Special Notice shewing the arrangements for altered working and diversion of GW 
trains (passenger and freight) via SR north Cornwall line also via Lydford and Launceston in case 
of emergency". 64pp dated January 1944. Plus GWR Exeter Division notice No.464 re diversion 
of through trains to alternative routes in case of emergency. 29pp dated May 1941. (2) £10

312 GWR "Special Arrangements" notice No.390 re the Bath and West and Southern Counties 
Society's agricultural show at Bristol. 14pp dated May 1921. Amendments added, covers added 
for protection. £10

313 LMS PTT dated July 1939. Foolscap size, maroon and black covers, 808pp plus fold out maps. 
£10

314 LMS emergency PTT for all services except suburban. Maroon covers, 200+pp dated September 
1939. £5

315 LNER emergency PTT for all services except London suburban. White covers, 150+pp dated 
October 1939. £5

316 LNER Great North of Scotland section PTT dated October 1923. Paperback covers with small 
illustrations of London, Edinburgh, train and ship, 54pp, slight marking to covers. £10

317 Bound volume of twelve LNER pocket sized PTT of London Suburban Services from and to King's 
Cross, etc. Blue covers, 28 - 44pp, issued between February 1942 and October 1945. £10

318 Nine LNER and 3 BR(E) timetable alterations booklets issued between January 1940 and January 
1949. Varying condition, all with rusty staples. (12) £10

319 LNER PTT booklets. All system except suburban emergency issue October 1939 (covers 
stained), continental services October 1938, Southern Area temporary passenger services June 
1926, alterations booklet January 1934. (4) £10

320 LNER PTT for all services except London Suburban. Smaller sized, 300+pp, blue and white 
covers, dated July 1941. Plus similar dated May 1943 and May 1944. First item grubby and worn. 
(3) £10

321 LNER PTT for all services except London Suburban. Smaller sized, 300+pp, blue and white 
covers, dated October 1944. Plus similar dated May 1945 and October 1945. Wear and faults to 
first example. (3) £10

322 LNER PTT for all services except London Suburban. Smaller sized, 300+pp, blue and white 
covers, dated May 1946. Plus similar dated October 1946 and June 1947. Wear to first item. (3) 
£10

323 LNER North Eastern area sections 1-13 WTT. 530pp dated September 1937. Front cover missing. 
£10

324 LNER Great Northern Section WTT Kings Cross District and Doncaster District (Main Line). 
220pp dated September 1928. Disbound from larger volume, front cover poor and detached. £10

325 LNER Northern Scottish area appendix No.71 to the book of rules and regulations and to the 
WTT. 190pp dated March 1928. Rear page missing, covers dusty. £10

326 LNER Southern area Western Section Leeds District "Train Alterations" circular No.6534 dated 
June 1929. Folded, grubby and very worn. £5

327 SR London West Division (Main and Windsor Lines) WTT of freight trains. 119pp dated July 1936. 
Plus 16pp supplement No.1 dated January 1937. £10

328 SR London West Division Main Line WTT of passenger trains. 288pp dated July 1939. Rusty 
staples, staining to some pages. £10
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329 SR London East Division Evacuation Notice No.1E "Special Train Arrangements in connection 
with evacuation of London". 37pp, undated. Rusty staples, front page partially detached. £10

330 SR London (West), Southern, Central and London (East) Divisions supplementary special 
traffic arrangements notice No.40 in connection with the international seaplane contest for the 
Schneider cup. Blue print, 76pp dated September 1929. Rusty staples. £10

331 BR(E & NE) (GN Main Line) "Main Line Carriage Working". 64pp dated September 1963. £10
332 BR(E) "Great Eastern Carriage Working (Train Marshalling)". Yellow card covers, 143pp dated 

May 1973. £10
333 BR(E) booklet "Cross Country and Local Passenger Train Diagrams". Card covers, 54pp dated 

May 1977. £10
334 APPROX 40 typescript sheets showing BR(E) locomotive programmes for various ECML depot 

class 31, 40, 46, 47 and 55 class locos. Dated January 1979. £10
335 APPROX 13 typescript sheets showing BR(E) mandatory main line diesel locomotive programmes 

for Tinsley depot class 45 locos and 22 pages showing conditional programme for class 20, 31, 
37, 47 and 56 locos. Both dated October 1979. £10

336 BR(E) 8 typescript sheets showing ECML locomotive programmes for Deltic locos from 
Haymarket, Gateshead, etc. Dated March 1967. Plus similar 18 page issue for main line class 
locos. Same date. (2) £10

337 BR(E) "Trip Notice Sheffield Division (Sheffield Area) Ickles, Masborough, Meadow Hall, 
Rotherham Road, Rotherwood, Sheffield, Tinsley depots". 40 typescript pages, dated June 1980. 
Plus Tinsley depot amendment No.2 dated October 1980. £10

338 BR(E) "Train Trip and Shunting Locomotive Notice Leeds Division Holbeck and Neville Hill 
Depots". 24 typescript pages, dated May 1973. £10

339 BR(S) London East Division sections A & B WTT of passenger trains, main lines via Orpington & 
Maidstone East and via North Kent & Chatham. 330pp dated June 1951. Annotated. £5

340 BR(S) South Eastern Division Special Traffic Arrangements Notice No.49 dated 19th December 
1970. Entry for 25th December shows special for Mr.S.Claus' party from North Pole Junction to 
Dover Marine showing load of one adult and 12 reindeer. £5

341 BR(W) West Midland Section No.15 service timetable Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton. 
190pp dated June 1950. Covers (especially rear) poor. £10

342 BR(W) booklet "Arrival and Departure Times of Passenger Trains at Exeter (St. David's)". 59pp 
dated June 1962. Rusty staples. £10

343 BR(W) booklet "Train Timing Computer - Freight Services C Headcode West of England area". 
Card covers, 18pp, dated 1957, with another similar. Plus similar for D Headcode freight services 
and another similar, passenger A Services Paddington - Cardiff - Bristol Area, diesel loco hauled 
passenger services West of England area. (6) £10

344 BR(M) Midland Lines sections A-G WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp, dated June 1961. Plus 
supplement No.2 dated August 1961. £10

345 BR(M) Western Division booklet "Arrivals and Departures of Passenger Trains at Crewe". 37pp 
dated September 1953. Plus similar later versions dated May 1982 and July 1985. (3) £10

346 APPROX 28 typescript sheets showing BR(M) mandatory main line electric locomotive 
programmes for class 86 locos. Plus similar 63 page example for class 81 - 85 locos. (2) £10

347 BR(ScR) section B freight train WTT Carlisle, Edinburgh, Garnqueen North Junction, etc dated 
September 1956 plus section E freight trains WTT Tweedmouth, Carlisle Canal etc June 1956. 
(2) £10

348 LMS-NCC PTT booklet. Pocket size, red covers, 28pp dated May 1923. Staples removed, some 
spine wear. £5

349 LONDONDERRY & LOUGH SWILLY RAILWAY WTT. 6pp dated September 1924. £10
350 EAST AFRICAN RAILWAYS CORPORATION WTT. 237pp dated January 1973. Plus East 

African Railways and Harbours "General Appendix to the WTT and General Rules". 345pp dated 
1957. Covers worn, many amendments added. £10
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Lots 351 - 368: Handbills and Leaflets
351 LONDON & CROYDON RAILWAY handbill advertising Sunday trains and specials to Anerly 

Gardens. Undated. Loss to top edge affecting title. Edge faults, fragile. £10
352 SR and Messageries Maritimes large sized handbill for through combined bookings from London 

to Baghdad via Paris, Marseilles, Haifa, Beyrout and Damascus. Blue print, circa 1924. Folded, 
edge tears and wear. £10

353 SR handbill advertising special rail and admission tickets from the London area for the opening of 
Gatwick Airport. Red print, dated 6th June 1934. £5

354 Six M&SWJR excursion handbills. All on coloured paper, destinations include Southampton, 
Pewsey & District Carnival, Cirencester, Savernake Forest, etc. Dated 1896 - 1923. (6) £10

355 Eleven GNR handbills including excursions to horse race meetings at Doncaster and Nottingham. 
Many dated 1870. Faults to all, some poor. (11) £10

356 Seven GNR handbills including excursions to horse race meetings at Doncaster and pantomime 
at Lincoln. Many dated 1870. Faults to some. (7) £10

357 APPROX 24 pre grouping handbills including examples from Midland Railway, LSWR, GN&GC, 
L&YR, etc. Faults to most, some poor. (20) £10

358 GWR AND SR joint services time and faretable handbills for Channel Islands services. Green 
print, 8pp with route map on front, dated October 1946. Plus similar in brown print dated February 
1947. (2) £10

359 GWR handbills re train alterations Christmas 1946 covering Somerset & Devon, South Wales 
and West Midlands. Each 4 - 8pp with coloured print. Plus handbill type booklet "Silver Jubilee 
Celebrations May 1935 - Alteration and Suspension of Passenger Trains and additional train 
arrangements". Blue print, 24pp. (6) £10

360 Twenty LMS handbills including a few longer types. Includes Doncaster races and England v 
Australia cricket at Belle Vue, Manchester. Faults to most, some poor. (20) £10

361 APPROX 24 BR handbills for 1950s excursions to Cumbria, NW England and the eastern 
counties. String tears to some. (24) £10

362 APPROX 29 BR(W) excursion handbills to or from Devon and Somerset locations. Dated 1952 - 
53. (29) £10

363 BR(S). Approx 40 handbills to or from west country locations. Most dated early 1960s. (40) £10
364 APPROX 26 BR(W) and BR(S) excursion handbills to or from ex SR north Devon stations. Dated 

1953. (26) £10
365 APPROX 15 mostly smaller and folding handbill type timetable leaflets. Various regions, some 

with DMU illustration on front. Dated 1950s and 60s. (15) £10
366 APPROX 35 BR handbills. Various regions, dated 1950s and 60s. Condition varies. (30) £10
367 APPROX 100 BR(S) handbills including examples on coloured paper from 1948/49. Condition 

varies, faults to some. (100) £10
368 APPROX 100 BR(W) handbills including multi page examples. Condition varies, faults to some. 

(100) £10

Lots 369 - 377: Menus
369 GNSR "Cruden Railway Luncheon" menu and toast list for a celebratory meal on 8th September 

1894. Colour illustrated front showing coat of arms with toast list on rear. Some marking and wear. 
£10

370 NORTH BRITISH STATION HOTEL, Edinburgh Christmas day menu 1920. Thin card with 
coloured Christmas illustration and company coat of arms at top. Laid on paper. £5

371 BROAD STREET STATION RESTAURANT menu, toasts and music programme dated 1923. 
4pp thin card, with crest in gold on front. £10

372 LMS Coronation Scot menu. Silver and blue covers showing royal crown, 6pp opening to show 
lunch menu, wine list and advert for golf courses with system map and loco information on rear. 
Dated 1st June 1939. £10
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373 LMS luncheon menu for the launch of Orient Steam Navigation Company RMS Orion at Barrow 
in Furness on 7th December 1934. 1pp thin card, blue print with LMS coat of arms in gold at top. 
VGC. £10

374 GWR menu card for the banquet to commemorate the centenary held at Grosvenor House, 
London, October 1935. 4pp within a loose, titled cover. Details the toast by HRH The Prince of 
Wales and the performance of the Band of the Grenadier Guards. Foxing along bottom edge. £10

375 LNER souvenir dinner menu for the Hull municipal technical college old boys' association 16th 
annual excursion to Southampton and Bournemouth. Brown print with illustration of the Queen 
Mary on the front. Opens to show dinner menu and cartoon illustrations. Dated June 13th 1936. 
VGC. £10

376 SR Southampton Docks centenary 1838 - 1938 supper menu for the supervisory and clerical staff 
held on 15th October 1938. 4pp thin card with red and blue house flag covers, opening to show 
menu and programme. VGC. £10

377 MENU and wine list for "The Berliner" British Berlin military train. 4pp pink coloured thin card 
opening to show menu and wine list with operational information on rear. Circa late 1960s. £10

Lots 378 - 434: Official Publications, Guides Etc.
378 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official publication "Metro-land". 1926 edition with coloured pictorial 

covers showing house. 112pp, no map. Faults to spine. £10
379 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official publication "Metro-land". 1931 edition with coloured pictorial 

covers showing canal scene. 146pp plus fold out map. Slight foxing to covers. £10
380 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY & LNER joint publication "Country Walks No. 1". Illustrated covers 

showing houses, 40pp, circa mid 1920s. Covers worn, rusty staples. Plus similar later edition in 
poor/distressed condition. (2) £10

381 NER booklet "Railway Station Advertising". 26pp fully illustrated guide to advertising on the 
railway. Circa 1919. No fold out map, otherwise OK. £10

382 GCR souvenir booklet of "US 63 Ambulance Train constructed for the US Army Medical Tour 
at the GCR carriage works 1918". Illustrated paperback covers showing American flag. 32pp 
illustrated guide to the train. Worn, tape repair to covers. £10

383 L&YR brochure "Exhibition of Ambulance Train". Red and blue paperback covers, 16pp photo 
guide to the facilities on board. Dated November 1917. £10

384 LNWR official publication "The LNWR From 1830 to The Present Time". 48pp of illustrations of 
official LNWR postcards. Coloured pictorial paperback covers, 49pp published 1908. VGC. £10

385 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY guide book "The Key to Scotland's Beauties". Coloured pictorial 
paperback covers showing large key and people walking. 48pp fully illustrated guide. Undated, 
VGC. £10

386 DUMBARTON & BALLOCH JOINT LINE COMMITTEE official publication "Souvenir of Loch 
Lomond - Loch Lomond Steamers". Includes 16 reproductions of the official postcards. 9" x 7½", 
some edge creasing to cover but generally OK. £10

387 LOCH LOMOND STEAMERS official photo album. Tartan covers, 28pp, circa 1920s. Plus similar 
official envelope containing 12 real photo snapshots of the loch, circa 1930s. (2) £14

388 CADBURY BROTHERS official publication "Bournville 1925 - Transport". Coloured Frank 
Newbould covers showing dock scene, 48pp detailing the business from the transport angle. 
Covers detached at rusty staples otherwise good. £10

389 GWR booklet "A Poster on the GWR - The non-stop route to 132,000,000 purchasers". Colour 
artwork covers, 16pp illustrated guide to advertising on the railway. Circa 1930s, good condition. 
£10

390 GWR published pocket sized booklet "London to Lands End - a conversation in the Cornish 
Riviera 'Limited' Express". Illustrated covers, 32pp, circa 1910s. Ring stain on cover. £10
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391 GWR official publication "GWR Docks 1938". Illustrated card covers, 334pp plus adverts and fold 
out maps. Details the company's extensive system of docks. Slight wear to cover but generally 
OK. £20

392 GWR booklet produced for the visit of the Institute of Transport to Swindon on May 30th 1924. 
Card covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front, 12pp detailing history and activities of the 
works with B&W plates and fold out plan. VGC. £10

393 GWR 8pp centre-folding brochure "Glorious South Devon". Coloured artwork covers showing 
map of area, dated 1938 season. £10

394 GWR 20pp centre-folding brochure "Western Hills and Moorlands". Coloured pictorial covers 
show man and dogs on moors. Dated 1935 season. Rusty staples, covers dusty. £14

395 GWR official publication "The Ideal Holiday Lands of the GWR". B&W illustrated covers showing 
women overlooking sea, 63pp, dated 1930. Rusty staples, covers dusty, Thomas Cook label on 
front. £12

396 GWR official publication "Haunts and Hints for Anglers - Fresh Water Angling - River, Lake, Mere, 
Canal." 156pp plus plates and fold-out map, published 1925. Bound into brown, clothbound 
hardback covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front. Plus Canadian Pacific teaspoon 
manufactured by Mappin & Webb. Name and house flag in garter style at top of handle and GWR 
24mm senior staff gilt uniform button showing company initials, laurel leaves and Queen's crown. 
Froggatt 26/2 with another similar with small dent to front. (4) £5

397 GWR official publication "Holiday Haunts Devon and Cornwall - season 1912". Yapp edged 
paperback covers, 180pp, covers worn and creased. £10

398 GWR publication "The Severn Valley - through the land of the Lords Marchers. From Shrewsbury 
to Worcester". Yapp edged card covers, 38pp plus plates and fold out map, published as No.7 in 
the "Handy Aids" series in April 1924. Covers detached. £10

399 GWR publication "The Cader Country - How to Explore it". Yapp edged card covers, 48pp plus 
plates and fold out maps, published as No.11 in the "Handy Aids" series in April 1926. Covers 
dusty. £10

400 GWR & SR jointly published booklet "The Channel Islands - Where the Sunshine Comes and 
Stays". Illustrated colour card covers showing castle and causeway. 57pp plus plates, published 
1927. Covers dusty. £10

401 GWR DINING CAR headed letter paper. Brown print with photo illustration "Tenby - the sands" at 
top. Unused. Plus official envelope with dining car tariff on rear, also unused. (2) £24

402 LMS published booklet "LMS Country Lorry Services for Farm and Village". Red and green 
coloured covers showing company lorry. 136pp listing where facilities are available, with fold out 
map. Dated February 1939. VGC. £10

403 LNER 6pp fold out brochure "LNER Rates Cards - Carriage Advertising". Yellow and black print 
with cover illustration of carriage door. Opens to show adverts and rates. Circa 1930s. £10

404 LNER card covered booklet "Billposting on the LNER". 12pp instruction book with illustrations on 
how to put up posters. Dated 1926. £10

405 LNER programme for the ss Vienna inaugural trip to Holland 11th - 15th July 1929. Card covers, 
11pp. £10

406 LNER publication "The Silver Jubilee". 7pp plus fold out gradient chart, grey covers with illustration 
of "Silver Link" locomotive. Produced for the trial run of the train, September 1935.  Shows details 
of train. £10

407 LNER booklet "LNER Progressive Service". 16pp descriptive pamphlet of the LNER stand at the 
Palace of Engineering NE Coast Exhibition in Newcastle, May - October 1929. Red and black 
covers, rusty staples. £10

408 LNER 4pp leaflet "A News Theatre on Wheels". Illustrated guide to the Cinema Car including 
times of trains with the facility. Possibly 1939. Vertical fold. £10
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409 LNER 2pp thin card "Broadcasting and Radio Gramophone Programme" for the 1.20pm King's 
Cross to Edinburgh and 2.05pm Edinburgh to King's Cross trains between 29th April and 6th July 
1935. Printed on yellow card. Folded and worn. £10

410 LNER official guide to company produced souvenirs and guides "What the LNER Offers You". 
Small size, coloured pictorial covers, 12pp, circa 1930s. £10

411 LNER official publicity item "Rambles around Glasgow". Envelope containing 12 postcard sized 
cards showing map and details of walks. Circa 1930s. Cards VGC, envelope worn. £10

412 LNER publicity booklet "Holiday Guide to North East England" published as No.3 in the Holiday 
Guide series. Coloured covers show illustration of York walls and minster. 60+pp fully illustrated 
guide, dated 1930. Rusty staples. £10

413 LNER publication "Holidays". Coloured pictorial card covers showing young girl sat on luggage, 
64pp, circa 1926. Slightly rusty staples. £10

414 LNER official publication "Camping Holidays - Camping Coaches, Youth Hostels, Sites for 
Camps". Pictorial coloured covers by Frank Newbould showing camping coach scene. 124pp 
plus fold out map. Dated April 1936. Covers dusty. £10

415 LNER 12pp fold out leaflet "Holidays in England & Scotland on the LNER". Black and red illustrated 
covers showing Norwich Cathedral with a view of the Forth bridge on the back. Illustrated guide to 
places to visit. Circa 1930s. £10

416 LNER souvenir booklet "Doncaster Plant Works" issued for the visit of members of the Institution 
of Locomotive Engineers to the plant in June 1927. Card covers with photo of A3 on front, 14pp 
plus plates and fold out plan. £10

417 SR fold out leaflet "Have a Day Off on the Electric Coast". Opens to show illustration of EMU and 
small cartoons. Details the benefits of using the train to reach the coast. Dated 1935. £10

418 SR booklet "Tea for Travellers". Green covers with small illustration of West Country loco, 12pp 
illustrated guide to making good tea, dated 1945. VGC. £10

419 SR official souvenir programme for the Royal Jubilee Naval Review as viewed from the company 
ship TSS Twickenham Ferry, 16th July 1935. Coloured card covers, 12pp plus fold out plans. 
VGC. £10

420 SR official publication "Southern Schools" by SPB Mais. Coloured pictorial card covers showing 
school scene, 296pp plus fold out map. Guide to schools served by the company including fares 
details. 14th edition circa 1936. Rusty staples. £10

421 SR official publication "Southern Homes - Sussex". Illustrated card covers showing girl on swing, 
224pp, circa 1938. Covers dusty, some wear. £10

422 SR official publication "Southern Homes - Surrey and Hampshire". Illustrated card covers showing 
songbird and village, 296pp, circa 1937. Fading to spine and edges of covers. £10

423 SR official publication "Southampton Docks 1925". 119pp handbook with adverts and map. 
Szlumper's personal copy with padded leather bound covers and title in gold. Ex BR(S) Lecture 
and Debating Society library with several library stamps. Covers rubbed. £10

424 SR official publication "Southampton Docks - Handbook of Rates, Charges and General 
Information". 132pp plus adverts and map. Green and yellow card covers showing coat of arms. 
Dated 1937. Some wear, covers partially detached. £10

425 SR booklet "Southampton Docks Official Sailing List & Shipping Guide - May 1923". Illustrated 
blue card covers showing globe, 80pp. £10

426 SR guide book "Hints for Holidays 1947". Coloured pictorial covers by Frank Sherwin showing 
seagulls. 368pp. minor wear. £10

427 SR guide book "Normandy & Brittany". Coloured pictorial card covers, 412pp plus fold out map, 
7th edition dated 1932. £10

428 SR guide book "Normandy & Brittany". Coloured pictorial card covers, 368pp plus fold out map, 
9th edition circa 1936. Map detached, poor and taped. £10
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429 SR & GWR joint publication for the American market "This Year Come to England The Home of 
History". 24pp fold-out type brochure opening to show system map and details of major sights. 
Front shows photo view of the Tower of London. Undated. £12

430 BR(W) booklet "British Railways at your service in Gloucester". 16pp guide with Wolstenholme 
covers showing speeding train. Plus small collection of BR freight and passenger train facilities 
booklets for western, LM and NE regions. Dated 1953 - 58. (6) £10

431 BR. Ten glossy coloured leaflets including western region named trains and services in Scotland. 
Plus LNER, LMS and BR glossy booklets including On Either Side, route books, etc. (Qty) £10

432 PULLMAN COMPANY (USA) souvenir brochure for exhibit at the Golden Gate International 
Exposition, San Francisco, 1939. 16pp, photo illustrated covers, VGC. £10

433 SNCF published booklet "Les Buffets de Gare". Illustrated paperback covers, 272pp published 
1954. Appears to show station buffets and specialities along with recipe details. Text in French. 
Some foxing. £10

434 COMPAGNIE DES INSTALLATIONS MARITIMES DE BRUGES guide to the ports at Zeebrugge 
and Bruges. Coloured pictorial paperback covers, 37pp plus adverts, circa 1930s. £10

Lots 435 - 466: Bus, Tram and London Transport Items
(For Badges and Pocket Maps, go to Small Items of Ephemera Section)

435 WESTERN NATIONAL OMNIBUS COMPANY South Devon and East Cornwall area timetable 
booklet dated June 1961. Coloured pictorial covers showing company single decker over map of 
Cornwall. 128pp plus fold out map. VGC. £10

436 DEVON GENERAL bus timetable booklet dated July 1961. Coloured pictorial covers show map 
of area and company double decker. 224pp plus fold out map. £10

437 PORTSMOUTH AREA JOINT TRANSPORT SERVICES bus and trolleybus timetable booklet. 
Maroon and green covers. 160pp, dated September 1950. Annotation on front. £5

438 JAMES SMITH & CO (WIGAN) brochure detailing British and Continental coach tours. Coloured 
pictorial paperback covers show illustration of company coaches. 44pp, circa early 1950s. £10

439 LISS & DISTRICT OMNIBUS CO AND GRAYSHOTT COACHES booklet of coach tours and bus 
service timetables. Photo illustrated cover shows company coach, 52pp, circa late 1950s. £5

440 ALDERSHOT & DISTRICT TRACTION timetable booklet. Photo illustrated covers showing 
company single decker, 117pp dated October 1951. Plus similar dated May 1967. 212pp plus 
fold-out map. Slight wear to both. (2) £5

441 MURRAY'S ABC timetable booklet for Edinburgh and East Scotland dated September to October 
1941. Plus City of Glasgow V.P. official timetable for buses, trams and underground trains dated 
June 1961 and Glasgow Corporation Transport tramcar and trolleybus services route map and 
timetable. Fold out type with corporation crest on front. (3) £10

442 LLANDUDNO AND COLWYN BAY ELECTRIC RAILWAY 1pp handbill type list of fares and 
stages. Circa 1940s. Folded. £10

443 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport RT type double deck 
buses circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

444 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport RT type double deck 
buses circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

445 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport RT type double deck 
buses circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

446 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport RT type double deck 
buses circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

447 BUSES. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Leyland double deck buses circa 
1950s - 70s. Many A1 service noted. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

448 LNER & LPTB map "London & Suburbs Main Line Railways". Coloured map dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title on label on front. Dated 1933. £10
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449 LONDON UNDERGROUND pocket map and guide dated March 1921. Macdonald Gill type map. 
Fragile. £10

450 LONDON UNDERGROUND timetable booklet dated No.1 1939. Maroon covers, 268pp. Plus 
pocket map and guide dated No.1 1938 (slight wear). (2) £10

451 LONDON TRANSPORT GREEN LINE Coach Guide timetable booklet dated No.1 1953. Green 
covers. 216pp plus fold out map. Cover partially detached. £5

452 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "X10 EASTERN NATIONAL". Green lettering 
on white, ex stop condition. £10

453 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "175 NORTH ROMFORD". Black lettering on 
white, ex stop condition. £10

454 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "131 SUNDAY SPECIAL JOURNEYS ONLY". 
Red lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

455 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "240A SUNDAY". Red lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

456 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "N83 FARE STAGE N97 FARE STAGE". 
White lettering on black, ex stop condition. £10

457 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "74 FARE STAGE". Black lettering on white, 
ex stop condition. £10

458 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "215 MON - SAT FARE STAGE". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

459 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "210 GARAGE JOURNEYS". Black lettering 
on white, ex stop condition. £10

460 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "W2 GARAGE JOURNEYS MON - FRI". 
Black lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

461 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "W4 MON - SAT EXCEPT EVENINGS". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

462 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "98 SPECIAL JOURNEYS ONLY". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

463 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "124 MON - FRI RUSH HOURS & 
SATURDAYS". Black and red lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

464 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "220 MON - FRI PEAK HOURS". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

465 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "805A SPECIAL JOURNEYS". Black lettering 
on white, ex stop condition. £10

466 LT "RT" bus fleet number bonnet plate RT1550. Good ex bus condition. £30

Lots 467 - 477: Ian Allan "ABC" and Similar Publications
467 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated May 1949. 200+pp in clothbound covers with 

reproduction dust jacket. No underlining but cover repaired and end pages replaced. £10
468 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated October 1958. Red and black covers showing City of 

Bristol and Warship class diesel loco. No underlining but slight fading to covers. £10
469 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated November 1960. Laminated hardback covers show 

Warship loco. Good unmarked condition. £10
470 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated May 1961. Laminated hardback covers show class 40 

and DMU on shed. A few underlinings in the western region section. £10
471 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated June 1962. Laminated hardback covers show Blue 

Pullman. Slight wear to lamination around spine otherwise good unmarked condition. £10
472 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated March 1963. Laminated hardback covers show Silver 

Fox. No underlining, owners name inside front cover. £10
473 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated April 1965. Hardback covers show illustration of Deltic 

loco. Good unmarked condition. £10
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474 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. GWR January 1945, June 1947 (covers marked), Western Region 
March 1952, June 1953. No underlining. (4) £10

475 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. GWR August 1943 (staples removed), October 1945, Western Region 
May 1960, Western & Southern regions May 1964, steam locos April 1965. No underlining, minor 
marks and wear to most. (5) £10

476 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. E, NE & ScR April 1959 (covers dusty), April 1961 (covers scuffed, 
owners name inside cover), Eastern Region June 1952 (slight cover wear, date on front), 
Nameplates of the LNER Locomotives (Burridge) June 1947 (covers dusty), London Transport 
Trams and Trolleybuses May 1949 (name inside front cover). No underlining. (5) £10

477 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. SR November 1946 (covers dusty), Southern Region October 1954, 
Western Region October 1958 (owners name inside cover), No underlining. (3) £10

Lots 478 - 520: Small Items of Ephemera

 

Please note: all items marked "BTC" (Buyer To Collect) must be collected from us.
478 PERTH JOINT STATION COMMITTEE rule book. Leather bound card covers, 42pp dated 1863. 

Wear to covers. £10
479 GLASGOW AND PAISLEY JOINT RAILWAY rule book. Cloth covers, 31pp dated 1855. Damp 

staining to covers and some pages. £10
480 G&SWR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front. 291pp 

dated 1917. Covers worn, contents OK. £10
481 GNSR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 204pp dated 

1922. VGC. £10
482 NBR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 198pp dated 

1891. VGC. £10
483 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY rule book. Red coloured clothbound, hardback covers with title and 

coat of arms in gold on front. 235pp dated 1921. £10
484 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY rule book. Green clothbound covers, 208pp dated 1904. Signs of 

use but OK. £10
485 M&GN JOINT COMMITTEE rule book. Brown clothbound hardback covers with title stamped into 

front, 237pp dated 1916. Covers worn and stained, amendments added. £10
486 LBSCR rule book. Red clothbound hardback covers with title stamped into front, 414pp dated 

1917. Cover wear, amendments added. £10
487 SECR rule book. Red clothbound hardback covers with title stamped into front, 251pp dated 

1920. Minor wear. £10
488 LNWR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front, 297pp 

dated 1911. Minor faults, good for age. £10
489 GER rule book. Clothbound hardback covers, 192pp 1915 reprint of 1904 issue. £10
490 GER rule book for platelayers. Clothbound card covers, 29pp dated 1875. Dusty. £10
491 GNR rule book dated 1904. 245pp, red hardback clothbound covers with title stamped into front. 

Amendments added, used condition. Plus similar "Practical Questions for Drivers and Firemen". 
Clothbound hardback cover, 51pp dated September 1903. (2) £10

492 GWR rule book dated 1897. Brown clothbound hardback covers, 158pp. Very worn. £5

Security Notice
For security reasons, small items of railwayana and ephemera, labels, 

postcards, photographs and negatives may only be viewed under the strict 
supervision of the stewards on viewing day at Stoneleigh.
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493 MIDLAND RAILWAY rule book type booklet "Instructions Relating to the Transmission of 
Telegrams". Hardback clothbound covers, 55pp dated February 1906. Poor condition, covers 
detached. Plus similar LNER "Locomotiveman's Pocket Book" dated 1944. Worn. (2) £5

494 GREAT SOUTHERN & WESTERN RAILWAY rule book. Brown clothbound hardback covers with 
title on front, 174pp dated 1904. £10

495 RYE & CAMBER TRAMWAYS COMPANY pocket sized timetable booklet. 12pp printed on pink 
coloured paper, dated October 1925. £30

496 TAFF VALE RAILWAY PTT of services between Penarth, Cardiff, Pontypridd, Aberdare, Merthyr, 
Treherbert, Maerdy, etc. Pocket sized, green paperback covers, 24pp dated December 1921. 
VGC. £10

497 LBSCR & ISLE OF WIGHT RAILWAYS fold-out type timetable and information leaflet (with map) 
for services via the direct mid-Sussex route to the Isle of Wight, dated June 1886. Pocket sized, 
16pp opening to show map of the island with timetable on rear. £10

498 ROBINSON'S "Railway Time & Fare Tables". Pocket sized, green clothbound hardback covers, 
90pp, no map, dated 1841. £10

499 WISBECH & UPWELL TRAMWAY. Locally published publicity item for the sale of stationery 
by a local merchant. Shows illustration of early four wheeled first class railway coach and times 
of services on the Wisbech & Upwell Tramway. Undated, appears to be early, minor wear, very 
unusual. £10

500 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 
Birmingham District, Camp Hill, Selly Oak, King's Norton, Barnt Green, Redditch & Halesowen". 
Dated July 1899. Worn, dusty and annotated. £10

501 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 
Birmingham and District". Maroon coloured print, dated July 1908. VGC. £10

502 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 
Birmingham and District". Lilac coloured print, dated July 1905. VGC. £10

503 MIDLAND RAILWAY small sized 8pp fold out leaflet "Travel in Comfort by the Direct and 
Picturesque Route to London". Brown and green artwork covers, opening to show map of London 
underground and timetable of services from principal towns to London. Dated July 1908. VGC. 
£18

504 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 59pp, dated 1841. Covers worn, bindings very loose. £10

505 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 71pp, dated 1843. Covers worn, bindings very loose. £10

506 POCKET SIZED guide book "Companion to the Manchester & Leeds Railway". Cloth covers with 
title in gold on front, 92pp plus fold out map and timetable. Published in Halifax in 1841. Covers 
and timetable detached. £10

507 RAILWAY TIMES published "London & Croydon Railway Guide and Companion". Pocket sized, 
60pp plus fold out map, card covers, dated 1839. Spine poor. £10

508 RAILWAY TIMES published "London & Brighton Railway Guide". Pocket sized, 60pp plus fold out 
map, clothbound covers with title in gold on front. Dated September 1841. Good for age. £10

509 GWR bookmark "Direct Route North and Midlands to The South". Front shows map of route, 
reverse advertises "Efficiency in Travel for journeys between London & Birmingham" showing 
route map". Creased and worn. £16

510 GWR Taff Vale Section payment record card for the "Sick Benefit Society". 4pp thin card, duly 
completed for payments in 1941. Spine partially split. £5

511 GNR small sized advertising card "Travel by the Quickest Route GNR - speed and comfort". Cut 
out type coloured view of train at speed with illustration of restaurant car table view on rear. Opens 
to show timetable for London - Halifax service. Dated October 1909. £10
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512 GWR thin card type, 6" x 4" invitation card to admit one person to the reserved enclosure at 
Paddington station for the funeral train of Queen Victoria, 2nd February 1901. Purple coloured 
print with purple edging and royal coat of arms at top. VGC. £10

513 LBSCR small sized advertising card "3/- Brighton and back - sea breezes on the sunny south 
coast". Coloured pictorial design show beach scene with bathing huts. Reverse gives details of 
day excursion trains. Dated June 1909. £10

514 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY bookmark showing Grampian Corridor Express, rear has details of 
"The World-famed Beattock Summit". Small mark on rear otherwise good condition. £10

515 SR SOUTHAMPTON DOCKS book matches. Produced for the centenary in 1938 with photo 
covers showing aerial view. Rear cover shows laying of the foundation stone in 1838. Opens 
show matches with the legend "Southern Railway Southampton Docks Centenary 1838 - 1938". 
Very worn. £10

516 LMS CORONATION SCOT book matches. Coloured pictorial covers show streamlined Coronation 
loco at speed. Rear cover shows train times. Opens to show full pack of matches with the legend 
"Coronation Scot Streamlined Comfort Speed". VGC. £10

517 GNR small sized plan on card showing the seating arrangements at 230 High Street, Boro' to 
watch the parade for the diamond jubilee of Queen Victoria on 22nd June 1897. £10

518 GWR thin card, 6" x 4" certificate awarded by the directors to those who continued working during 
the General Strike, May 1926. Contained in original envelope. £10

519 Two NER "Bicycle Check Labels". Each 4½" diameter showing company name and numbers "9" 
and "23". Cord attached, some foxing. (2) £10

520 CIGARETTE CARDS. Senior Service "British Railways" and Wills "Railway Equipment". Complete 
sets. (2) £10

Lots 521 - 559: Tickets
521 SECR first class free pass. Octagonal shape, leather covers with coat of arms in gold on front. 

Dated 1915. VGC. £10
522 MIDLAND RAILWAY third class season ticket for use between St.Pancras and Harpenden. 

Clothbound card cover with regulations on rear. Issued 1922. Plus similar first class example for 
use between Sheffield and Brightside. (2) £10

523 LMS member's ticket for the first class club saloons of the travelling club between Liverpool and 
North Wales. Leather covers with title in gold on front. Unissued, dated 1940. Plus similar for use 
between Manchester and North Wales dated 1941. Plus LMS 3rd class season ticket in cloth 
covers (worn/poor) and LMS & LPTB card type season dated 1940. (4) £10

524 ISLE OF WIGHT CENTRAL first class free pass. Smaller sized, leather covers with company title 
in gold on front. Issued 1913. £10

525 BLYTH & TYNE RAILWAY first class free pass. Leather covers with title in gold on front. Dated 
1864. Unfortunately the leather covers only, ticket part missing. £10

526 CLOGHER VALLEY RAILWAY first class free pass. Oval shaped, leather covers with coat of 
arms in gold on front. Issued to WR Gill of the B&NCR and dated 1899. £10

527 MERSEY RAILWAY third class season ticket for use between James Street and Hamilton Square. 
Clothbound card covers with title on front. Issued 1913. Creased and worn. £10

528 GER second class season ticket for use between Liverpool St and Ilford. Red and green 
clothbound card with wording in gold. Issued 1911. £10

529 DUBLIN AND SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY second class season ticket for travel between 
Harcourt Street & Dundrum or Westland Row & Booterstown. Clothbound card covers with route 
in gold on front. Issued 1920. Clipped, slight wear. £10

530 MIDLAND RAILWAY first class season ticket for use between Peterborough (GN), Spalding and 
Lynn. Leather covers with coat of arms on front. Issued 1877. £10
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531 Four different BELFAST & COUNTY DOWN RAILWAY season tickets. First, second and third 
class, all from Belfast (first class example unissued). Dated 1940s. Plus GNR(I) third class traders 
ticket (unissued). (5) £10

532 KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY third class free pass. Clothbound coloured card with garter 
type coat of arms on front, unissued, dated 1945. £10

533 NER first class free pass for use between Newcastle and Tynemouth. Leather covers with coat of 
arms in gold on front. Issued to W. Kendall of the Blyth & Tyne Railway and dated 1874. £10

534 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY thin card type second class season ticket for use 
between Darlington and Redcar. Green card, unissued. Plus similar unused second class paper 
ticket "Stockton to Darlington" dated 184x. (2) £10

535 EASINGWOLD RAILWAY contract ticket for use between Easingwold and Alne. Leather covers 
with title on front. Issued 1917. Worn and with faults £10

536 WEST MIDLAND RAILWAY first class free pass. Leather covers with coat of arms in gold on 
front. Issued 1865. Very worn and with faults. £10

537 NORTH LONDON RAILWAY second class monthly ticket. Leather covers with title in gold on 
front. Issued 1867. Very worn and with faults. £10

538 WESTON CLEVEDON & PORTISHEAD RAILWAY second class season ticket. Clothbound card 
type. Unissued. £10

539 PEEBLES RAILWAY fourth class whole Edmondson single for Peebles to Eddleston. Issued 
1916. £10

540 NBR Border Counties Section Train Staff Ticket "Train Ticket Hexham to Wall - Train Staff 
Following". Blue paper, used but undated. £10

541 NBR Border Counties Section Train Staff Ticket, " Wark to Wall - Train Staff Following". Pink 
coloured paper, used but undated. £10

542 SHROPSHIRE & MONTGOMERYSHIRE RAILWAY paper type single journey ticket from 
Nesscliff. Unused, counterfoil attached. £10

543 GWR book of vouchers for the excursion day trip from Paddington to Cardiff for the Wales v 
England rugby union match, 15th January 1938. Vouchers cover rail journey and meals in both 
directions. Staple removed. Plus similar for Shropshire Federation of Women's Institutes trip from 
Oswestry to London Zoo with vouchers (no cover) for train travel, zoo entrance, meals, etc. Staple 
removed. Both stamped 'specimen'. (2) £10

544 ERSTE DONAU DAMPFSCHIFFAHRTS GESELLSCHAFT first class free pass issued to LNER 
staff member. Thin card, issued 1939. VGC. £10

545 CHEMIN DE FER DE PARIS A ORLEANS first class "Carte de Circulation" free pass issued to 
LNER staff member. Thin card, issued 1937. VGC. £10

546 PRESTON CORPORATION TRAMWAYS plastic type token for "one stage". Black, ¾" diameter, 
well used. £5

547 APPROX 100 BR whole Edmondson type 1st and 2nd class Pullman Car tickets. All for services 
to or from Paddington. All issued. £10

548 QUANTITY of mostly BR and a few pre grouping tickets. Mostly whole Edmondson but including 
halves, AA platforms and a few season ticket types. (Qty) £10

549 APPROX 300 BR whole Edmondson tickets, all from or to Paddington. Mostly issued. (Qty) £10
550 QUANTITY of mostly half Edmondson type tickets, many pre-nat noted. (Qty) £10
551 APPROX 150 mostly pre-nat whole Edmondson tickets. Many GWR examples noted. Mostly 

issued. (Qty) £10
552 Twenty GWR 1st and 3rd class season tickets. All issued, all for routes in South Wales. (20) £10
553 QUANTITY of BR, LT and pre grouping whole and half Edmondson tickets along with a few paper 

and season ticket types. (Qty) £10
554 APPROX 80 mostly tram tickets. Geographical and numerical punch types with examples 

from LCC Trams, Walsall Corporation, Wolverhampton District Electric Tramway, Sunderland, 
Leicester, Birmingham Corporation, etc. Duplication. (Qty) £10
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555 Several hundred BR platform tickets. Whole Edmondson green & red diamond and AA type. (Qty) 
£10

556 APPROX 200 mostly whole Edmondson tickets including M&GN, foreign, Irish, preserved, etc. 
Also a few AA type platform tickets. (Qty) £10

557 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY. Approx 400 LOR whole Edmondson tickets. Unissued. 
(Qty) £10

558 APPROX 60 mostly pre grouping whole Edmondson tickets with examples from GER, L&YR, 
LNWR, LBSCR, MR, GNR, NER, NLR, etc. Varying condition, many issued. (60) £10

559 ALBUM containing approx 400 mostly whole Edmondson tickets, predominantly green diamond 
platforms. £10

Lots 560 - 625: Badges, Buttons and Small Hardware Items
560 CHESHIRE LINES COMMITTEE enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. White and blue 

enamel, 1" diameter with company name in full surrounding royal crown. Small repaired chip 
within blue enamel. £10

561 MIDLAND RAILWAY enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. White and blue enamel, 1" 
diameter with company name in full surrounding royal crown. Small chip within blue enamel. £10

562 G&SWR enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. White and blue enamel, 1" diameter with 
company name in full surrounding royal crown. VGC. £10

563 GER marine department sewn gilt and cloth type uniform badge showing coat of arms with 
batwing design above and laurel leaves at the side. Approx 1¾" x 1½" Good used condition. £10

564 GREAT WESTERN & MIDLAND JOINT RAILWAY nickel collar badge showing "GW&MID" in 
capital letters. 3¼" x ¾", lettering pitted. £10

565 GCR nickel cap badge showing company initials in capitals. Good used condition. £10
566 SR nickel and enamel "St.John Ambulance Association" button badge. 1" diameter showing 

Maltese Cross design in green, black and white enamel. £10
567 Three different LMS Northern Division Horticultural Society officers' card badges. Each 2" 

diameter with cord attached, issued for Steward, District Secretary, Hon District Secretary. (3) £10
568 BR(M) gilt and maroon enamel, lion over wheel, uniform cap badge "Station Master". Small chip 

to enamel otherwise OK. £10
569 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". Reasonable 

condition. £10
570 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". Enamel somewhat 

dulled. £10
571 BR(M) chrome and maroon enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". Enamel somewhat 

dulled. £10
572 BR(S) gilt and green enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". Gilt a little pitted. £10
573 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Good 

condition.  £10
574 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Good 

condition.  £10
575 BR(W) chocolate enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition. £10
576 BR(W) chocolate enamel on gilt totem type uniform cap badge "British Railway". Good condition. 

£10
577 BR(S) gilt and green enamel totem type uniform cap badge "Guard". Some scratching to the 

enamel. £10
578 BR(S) chrome and green enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Good 

condition. £10
579 BR(M) maroon enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Guard". Large chip to enamel. 

£5
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580 BR(E) chrome and dark blue enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Enamel 
somewhat dulled. Plus similar BR(M) maroon and gilt example with chip to enamel. (2) £10

581 BR(E) gilt and dark blue enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Gilt very worn. 
Plus similar chrome and enamel example with several chips to the enamel. (2) £10

582 BR(NE) gilt and tangerine enamel totem type uniform cap badge "Guard". Plus similar "British 
Railways". Wear to gilt of second example. (2) £10

583 BR(NE) gilt and tangerine enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Good 
condition. £10

584 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Colour a 
little dull. £10

585 LNER "Look Out" enamel armband. Minor surface scratching, complete with straps. Plus similar 
LMS example with edge chipping. (2) £10

586 Quantity of commercially produced chrome and enamel badges showing locos, coat of arms etc. 
Includes a couple with Southern Railwaymen's Home for Children, Woking backing cards. (Qty)  
£10

587 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting red bullseye 
design with "London Transport" across centre bar. VGC. £10

588 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting green 
bullseye design with "London Transport" across centre bar. VGC. £10

589 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting green and cream 
bullseye design with "London Transport" across centre bar. Good used condition. £30

590 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting red bullseye 
design with "London Transport" across centre bar. Good used condition. £10

591 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Information". Yellow bullseye 
design with title in blue enamel across centre bar. VGC. £10

592 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting blue and cream 
bullseye design with "London Transport" across centre bar. Good used condition. £30

593 BRECON & MERTHYR RAILWAY 24mm nickel uniform button showing locomotive with company 
initials above. Froggatt 23/15. £10

594 BARRY RAILWAY 24mm brass uniform button showing locomotive design. Froggatt 23/4. Plus 
similar 17mm example. (2) £10

595 Two TAFF VALE RAILWAY 24mm brass uniform buttons showing locomotive design. Froggatt 
23/14. Plus similar blackened designs in 24mm and 17mm. (4) £10

596 GWR Shrewsbury & Hereford Railway 24mm nickel button showing company initials. Froggatt 
44/20. Plus similar 17mm example in brass. (2) £10

597 ABERDEEN JOINT STATION nickel uniform button showing name across centre and around 
edge. 20mm diameter. Froggatt 47/1. Plus similar 17mm example. (2) £10

598 WEYMOUTH AND PORTLAND RAILWAY 17mm brass uniform button showing company initials 
in script form. Froggatt 45/17. £10

599 SOMERSET JOINT COMMITTEE 24mm nickel pre-grouping uniform button showing company 
initials in script form. Froggatt 45/5 (dent on rear). Plus similar post grouping example (45/6). (2) 
£10

600 MARYPORT & CARLISLE RAILWAY silver uniform button showing shield with name around 
edge. 17mm diameter, a little rubbed in centre. Froggatt 20/14. £10

601 Two BRISTOL JOINT STATION 22mm brass uniform buttons showing company initials in script 
form. Froggatt 47/7. Plus two similar 17mm examples. (4) £10

602 Two PULLMAN 24mm brass buttons showing letter "P" surrounded by garter. Plus similar 22mm 
nickel design showing laurel leaves. Froggatt 145 centre. (4) £10

603 APPROX 58 buttons including examples from LMS, GWR, SR, LNER, BR, LT etc. (Qty) £10
604 24 PAYCHECKS. Various companies and locations including MR Loco Leeds, Signal Engineers 

Kentish Town LMR, Bolton Pass (L&YR), BR Wellingborough, Wolverhampton, etc. (24) £10
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605 Signalbox instrument enamel DESCRIPTION PLATE "Farlington Jct". 3½" x ¾", good condition. 
£10

606 LNER cast metal paperweight and inkwell depicting A4 loco Dominion of Canada. Loco painted 
blue and black with inkwell (without pen) behind tender. Minor wear, generally good. £10

607 NER brass cash bag label "NER Billingham Junc". 2" x 1½", attached to leather. £10
608 NER leather cash bag. Attached brass plate shows "NER Scarbro". 10" x 6", well used condition. 

£10
609 BR(M) leather cash bag. Attached brass plate shows "BR(M) SM Stainton - Dale Wages" and 

small cloth label "Empty to Scarboro Booking Office". 10" x 6", clearly a re-used NER example. 
Well used condition. £10

610 HIGHLAND RAILWAY carriage key. Company initials stamped on rectangular end piece. Good 
used condition. £10

611 NBR oval type horse brass "J&P Cameron NB Railway Company". 2½" x 2", engraved lettering, 
well used condition. £10

612 NER rosette type horse brass with company initials in scroll type design. Attached to horse harness 
type leather strap with stamped company initials clearly visible. 3" diameter, good condition. £10

613 ROSETTE TYPE horse brass showing image of 2-2-2 loco. 3½" diameter, good condition. £10
614 LNER brass stamp as used to create a wax seal "LNER 382". Metal end with turned wooden 

handle. Ex-office condition. £10
615 LNER brass stamp as used to create a wax seal "LNER 404". Metal end with turned wooden 

handle. Ex-office condition. £10
616 Small CAST IRON plate "J.Cooch Harlestone near Northampton No.3819". 6" x 3½ , scalloped 

corners, embossed lettering. Probably ex horse drawn cart. Good original condition. £10
617 GCR shoe brush. Wooden base showing company initials. Very well used condition. £10
618 LMS CARS nickel teaspoon manufactured by Mappin & Webb. 3¾" long with name in capitals 

stamped into top of handle. Good condition. £10
619 DOORPLATE. 8" x 1½" plastic type with title "Yard Master" painted on reverse. Ex Tyne Yard 

office door. Good original condition. £10
620 Framed and glazed TELEPHONE CIRCUIT CARD with typed list of stations for the circuit 

between Whitby Town and West Cliff. BTC. £10
621 DECORATIVE RIBBON showing illustration of Locomotive and legend "E.Pease Stephenson". 3" 

long with gold braid at bottom. Contained in presentation case. A little faded. £10
622 GNR(I) chromed metal type ashtray. Carriage type with company initials stamped into front. Plus 

another similar. Good condition. (2) £10
623 GNR(I) earthenware type ashtray. 4½" diameter with company name in full around edge. Good 

used condition. BTC. £10
624 IRISH RAILWAYS. Smaller type brass key token for the NY - BY section. Good used condition. 

£10
625 IRISH RAILWAYS. Smaller type brass key token for the BY - NY section. Good used condition. 

£10

Lots 626 - 640: Luggage, Wagon and Miscellaneous Labels
Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "Pre-

Grouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.
626 SOUTH WESTERN AND MIDLAND RAILWAY SOMERSET & DORSET JOINT LINE luggage 

labels. Nineteen examples including nine duplicates. Many to 'foreign' destinations. Plus 21 GWR 
G77 labels. (40) £10

627 FURNESS RAILWAY luggage label to Blackpool via Preston P&W Railway. Plus similar to 
Bradford via Furness and Midland Line. Plus 16 luggage labels including examples from G&SWR, 
D&A Joint, LMS, LNER, etc. Occasional duplication, condition varies. (18) £10
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628 LSWR. Large quantity of LSWR luggage labels including examples on blue paper. Heavy 
duplication. Plus a few Midland Railway and BR examples. (Qty) £10

629 SR. Large quantity of luggage labels plus a few miscellaneous and wagon labels. Heavy 
duplication. Plus a quantity of BR routing and wagon labels. Again with duplication. (Qty) £10

630 SR CONSTITUENTS. Quantity of luggage labels including examples from LSWR, LBSCR, SER/
SECR. Some duplication. (Qty) £10

631 LNER & LMS. Quantity of luggage, miscellaneous and wagon labels from LNER, LMS and 
constituent companies including examples from M&GN, MR, GER, NER, LNWR, HR, Caledonian, 
etc. Some duplication. (Qty) £10

632 GWR. Approx 100 mostly G77 type luggage labels and a few parcels labels. Occasional 
duplication. (100) £10

633 GWR and constituent company luggage labels comprised of 5 GWR (all from Lidford), 3 Cornwall 
Railway, 14 South Devon Railway (all from Lidford). No apparent duplication, foxing to some. (22) 
£10

634 GWR. Quantity of GWR luggage, parcels and miscellaneous labels. Many G77 type noted. Very 
heavy duplication. (Qty) £10

635 Several hundred LUGGAGE LABELS with examples from L&YR, GWR, SR, LSWR, LNER, 
NER, CR, GER, LBSCR, BR, etc. Some duplication, worth sorting. (Qty) £10

636 CGT French Line coloured pictorial luggage label for the ss France. Red, black and blue coloured 
showing illustration of the liner. Print date 1965. Used, creased on edges. £5

637 APPROX 36 wagon labels from southern England companies including 26 LBSCR, 6 K&ES, 4 
LSWR. Many unused. (36) £10

638 APPROX 60 GWR wagon labels. Pre and post grouping types including station truck type. Most 
used. (Qty) £10

639 APPROX 46 wagon labels from northern England, Welsh and Scottish companies including 29 
LNWR, 3 NBR, 5 L&YR, 1 Furness, 8 Cambrian. Most used. (46) £10

640 APPROX 60 Irish railway wagon labels including examples from GNR(I), GSR, CIE, SL&NCR. 
Used and unused. (Qty) £10

Lots 641 - 695: Postcards
Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book" 

by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.
641 GWR official poster card "The Cornish Riviera - visit Cornwall for scenery - sunshine - health" 

(GW315) published by Andrew Reid. Postally used, minor wear. £10
642 GWR official poster card "Glorious Devon - It's Sunny Shores and Bracing Moorlands" (GW317). 

Vertical format. not postally used. £10
643 GWR official poster card "Sunny Falmouth" (GW319) published by Waddington Ltd. Not postally 

used. £10
644 UNDERGROUND poster card "The New Charing Cross - Now Open" (UDG017). Trade card with 

full advertising back showing time saved. Folded/creased with tape repairs on rear. £5
645 UNDERGROUND poster card "Avoid the Weather. Shop in Comfort". Trade card with full 

advertising back showing underground map. Corner creasing. £10
646 UNDERGROUND poster card "Into the Heart of the Shopping Centres and make your Xmas 

Purchases in Comfort". Trade card with full advertising back showing underground map. Good 
condition. £10

647 UNDERGROUND poster card "To the Country" (UDG014). Trade card with full advertising back 
showing fares. Good condition. £10

648 UNDERGROUND plain postcard with tear off free tickets for use on the opening day of the 
extension to Morden, 13th September 1926. Postally used, a little creased and dusty. £10

649 CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS official card "Mid Wales Resorts" (CAM151) showing map of system. 
Postally used, small annotation on front otherwise good. £28
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650 GCR green half tone official card "Great Central Railway Corridor Car Express" (GC062). Postally 
used 1905. £10

651 GCR official card "Grimsby - Rotterdam Service - Turbine Steamer Immingham" (GC026) showing 
B&W view of ship at sea. Postally used 1908. Slight wear. £12

652 GLASGOW & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY official card "Brodnick Bay, Arrochar, Princes Pier 
Greenock" (GSW009). Showing colour view. UB. Postally used 1905. £14

653 INVERGARRY & FORT AUGUSTUS RAILWAY official card (HR series) "Monastery and Loch 
Ness, Fort Augustus" (HR563-1). Unused, light foxing. £20

654 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY official card "Caledonian Company's Grampian Corridor Express - For 
Scotland's Heather - Hills and Moors" (CR133) showing B&W view of train and colour view of 
heather. Not postally used. £10

655 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY official card "Castle Stalker, Appin - Stewart (hunting)" (CR301) 
showing B&W view of ship and castle with coloured tartan design border. Postally used 1910, 
creasing to corners. £8

656 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official card "Hermitage Bridge, Dunkeld - Dunkeld Station" (HR369) 
showing colour view. Postally used 1914. Wear and creasing to corners. £10

657 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official card "General Wade's Bridge and Black Watch Monument - 
Aberfeldy Station" (HR006) showing B&W view. Not postally used, corner creasing, small loss top 
r/h corner. £14

658 LBSCR early official card "Beachy Head" (LBSC165). Produced by PPC. UB, B&W vignette. 
Unused. £14

659 LBSCR early official card "Parade, Eastbourne" (LBSC072). UB, B&W vignette. Front annotation. 
Used 1903. £14

660 MIDLAND RAILWAY map card with vignette of Statue of Sir Walter Scott, Princes Street Gardens, 
Edinburgh - "The Midland Scotch Expresses give direct access to the Homes and Haunts of 
Burns and Scott" (MR012). Postally used 1907. £14

661 MIDLAND RAILWAY official card "Heysham Tower, RSO Lancaster" (MR216). Postally used. £14
662 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official map card "Aylesbury to Verney Junction (also Brill)" 

(MET036). Unused. £16
663 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official map card "Harrow to Chesham" (MET033). Unused. £16
664 SR oversized Leonard Richmond North Devon Series official card "Lee Valley near Ilfracombe" 

(SR085). Unused, some foxing and corner creasing. £5
665 LNER official card "LNER Camping Coach" (LNE355) showing real photo view. Postally used 

1934. £12
666 GWR official card from the "Docks Series". "Port Talbot, loading coal by Electric Belt Conveyor" 

(GW337). Postally used 1929. £12
667 REAL PHOTO commercial card "Bletchington Station" showing view of station platform and staff. 

No publisher mentioned, not postally used. £5
668 REAL PHOTO commercial card showing view of signalbox and station at Lydbrook Junction on 

the Severn & Wye Railway. No publisher mentioned, postally used 1905. £5
669 REAL PHOTO commercial card "Railway Station, Shoeburyness" showing view of platform and 

staff. No publisher mentioned, not postally used. £5
670 REAL PHOTO commercial card "Tynemouth Railway Station" showing view of station concourse. 

Published in the Kingsway series, postally used 1914. £5
671 REAL PHOTO commercial card "Penshurst Station" showing view of station platform. Published 

in the Wells series, postally used. £5
672 COMMERCIAL CARD "Saxilby Station" showing sepia view of station and platform. Published 

locally by W.Dennis, not postally used. £5
673 COMMERCIAL CARD "Yeovil: Yeovil Junction" showing B&W view of end of station platforms 

and wagons. Published by Photochrom in the Sepiatone series, postally used. £5
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674 COMMERCIAL CARD "Northiam Station" showing B&W view of train at platform. No publisher 
mentioned, postally used 1910. £5

675 COMMERCIAL CARD "LB&SC Railway Station, Hayling" showing B&W view of horse drawn 
cabs on station forecourt. Published in the Jenman series, not postally used. £5

676 COMMERCIAL CARD "St.Boniface Downs and Station, Ventnor" showing B&W elevated view of 
the station. Published in the Valentine's series. Not postally used. £5

677 COMMERCIAL CARD "Railway Station, Rowland's Castle" showing B&W view of platforms. 
Published in the Rook's series, postally used 1904. £5

678 COMMERCIAL CARD "Eynsford Ry Station" showing B&W view of platform. Published by 
Salmon, not postally used. £5

679 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official card "Rothiemurchus Forest - Aviemore Station" (HR019A) showing 
B&W view. UB, postally used 1906. Edge tear and repair to second example. (2) £20

680 FURNESS RAILWAY official cards. "Old Train" (FR128), "Old Coppernob Locomotive" (FR129), 
"New Train" (FR135). Not postally used. (3) £10

681 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official cards. "Northwood from Haste Hill" (MET021), "Sanatorium 
Northwood" (MET022), "Victoria Hotel, Rickmansworth" (MET026). Not postally used. (3) £18

682 GCR official shipping cards "SS Immingham & Marylebone" (GC013), "SS City of Leeds & City 
of Bradford" (GC014), "SS Accrington, Bury, Dewsbury & Stockport" (GC015), "SS Wrexham, 
Lincoln, etc". (GC016), "SS Accrington, Bury, Dewsbury & Stockport Cabin de Luxe" (GC017), 
"SS Accrington, Bury, Dewsbury & Stockport Dining Saloon" (GC018). Not postally used but a 
little rubbed on corners. Slight foxing on rear. (6) £10

683 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 75 MR official postcards, many coloured examples for stately 
homes and places of interest. Condition varies, mostly OK. Occasional duplication. (75) £10

684 FURNESS RAILWAY. Approx 60 FR colour and B&W official postcards including scenic views, 
Furness Abbey and the hotel. Condition varies, mostly OK. (60) £10

685 L&YR. Approx 75 L&YR colour and B&W official postcards, many examples for places of interest 
and locos. Condition varies, mostly OK. (75) £10

686 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 40 CR coloured and B&W official postcards including hotel and 
ambulance train views. Condition varies, mostly OK. (40) £10

687 GNR. Approx 26 GNR official postcards. All colour with loco views and examples from cathedrals, 
castles and abbeys series. Condition varies, mostly OK. (26) £10

688 Eleven LNWR official cards showing company ships including Scotia, Connemara, Rosstrevor, 
Cambria, Banshee, Hibernia, Princess Maud, etc. Not postally used. Plus 25 commercial cards 
showing pre grouping locos (condition varies). (36) £10

689 APPROX 78 colour and B&W official postcards with examples from NER, GCR, GER, NBR, 
G&SWR, NSR, Cambrian. Condition varies, mostly OK. (78) £10

690 SR AND CONSTITUENTS. Approx 62 official postcards including examples from SR, LBSCR, 
SECR, K&ESR. Condition varies, mostly OK. (62) £10

691 GWR. Approx 48 GWR colour and B&W official postcards showing locos and scenic views. 
Condition varies, mostly OK. (48) £10

692 LMS. Approx 50 mostly official LMS postcards. Many hotel and loco views. Condition varies, 
mostly OK. (50) £10

693 LNER. Approx 50 LNER official and commercial postcards. Several hotel views and real photo 
loco views. Condition varies, mostly OK. Occasional duplication. (50) £10

694 FRANCE. Approx 100 commercial cards published by Fleury showing B&W views of French 
railway locos. (100) £10

695 SHIPS. Approx 60 postcards showing views of ships and shipping subjects. Several real photo 
types noted. Some postally used. (60) £10
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Lots 696 - 759: Photographs
696 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR station views circa 1920s - 60s. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
697 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS station views circa 1920s - 60s. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
698 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER station views circa 1920s - 60s. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
699 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly ex L&YR stations and 

signalboxes circa 1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
700 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly ex L&YR stations and 

signalboxes circa 1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
701 LSWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LSWR brake vans in LSWR, SR and BR 

livery. Varying quality. (100) £10
702 LSWR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LSWR locos in LSWR, SR and BR 

livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10
703 LSWR. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LSWR locos in LSWR, SR and BR 

livery. Reasonable quality. (150) £10
704 GCR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GCR tender locos in GCR, LNER and 

BR livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10
705 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
706 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in LMS and 

BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
707 L&YR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing L&YR locos in L&YR, LMS and BR livery. 

Varying quality. (200) £10
708 NER. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NER tender locos in LNER and BR 

livery. Quality varies. (120) £10
709 NER. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NER tank locos in LNER and BR livery. 

Quality varies. (120) £10
710 GNR. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing GNR and LNER locos in LNER and BR 

livery. Quality varies. (150) £10
711 GER. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER tender locos in LNER and BR 

livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10
712 GER. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER tank locos in LNER and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (200) £10
713 INDUSTRIAL. Approx 88 smaller sized B&W photos showing industrial locos. Various locations, 

taken circa 1920s - 40s, most captioned on rear. Quality varies. (88) £10
714 IRELAND. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing Irish narrow gauge railway loco 

views circa 1930s - 1950s. Varying quality. (150) £10
715 IRELAND. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing Irish railway loco views circa 1900s 

- 1950s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10
716 IRELAND. Approx 170 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GS&WR loco views circa 1900s 

- 1950s. Varying quality. (170) £10
717 NORTHERN IRELAND. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing loco views circa 1930s 

- 1960s. Reasonable quality. (180) £10
718 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. 

Quality varies. (100) £10
719 GWR. Approx 62 postcard sized B&W photos showing GWR diesel railcars in the 1940s. 

Reasonable quality, some duplication. (62) £10
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720 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Quality varies. (100) £10

721 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Quality varies. (100) £10

722 GWR. Approx 110 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (110) £10

723 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR Castle, Hall and Star class locos in 
GWR and BR livery. Most identified, good quality. (100) £10

724 GWR. Approx 140 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GWR tender locos in GWR and BR 
livery. Quality varies. (140) £10

725 GWR. Approx 140 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GWR tender locos in GWR and BR 
livery. Quality varies. (140) £10

726 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

727 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

728 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

729 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

730 LMS. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. Quality 
varies. (150) £10

731 LMS. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. Quality 
varies. (150) £10

732 LMS. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (180) £10

733 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

734 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

735 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

736 LNER. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Quality varies. (150) £10

737 LNER. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (150) £10

738 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER Peppercorn and Thompson 
Pacifics in LNER and BR livery. Most identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

739 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER J35, J36 and J37 locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

740 SR. Approx 92 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality, occasional duplication. (92) £10

741 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR Bullied Pacifics in SR and BR livery. 
Most identified, good quality. (100) £10

742 SR. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos mostly in SR livery. Many tank 
locos noted. Reasonable quality. (150) £10

743 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex SR 4-4-0 locos mostly in SR and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

744 ISLE OF WIGHT. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing pre grouping, SR and BR loco 
views on the IOW. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
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745 APPROX 170 4" x 2½" B&W photos by HC Casserley showing 1930s & 40s views of SR locos. 
All captioned and signed on the rear by the photographer. Good quality. (Qty) £10

746 TRACTION ENGINES. Approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos showing views of traction engines 
at work and at rallies. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

747 TRACTION ENGINES. Approx 165 postcard sized B&W photos showing views of traction engines 
at work and at rallies. Reasonable quality. (165) £10

748 GERMANY. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing German narrow gauge steam loco 
views circa 1960s. Reasonable quality. (120) £10

749 GERMANY. Approx 170 B&W postcard sized photos showing German standard gauge steam 
loco views circa 1960s. Reasonable quality. (170) £10

750 PORTUGAL. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing Portuguese narrow gauge steam 
loco views circa 1960s. Reasonable quality. (150) £10

751 PORTUGAL. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing Portuguese broad gauge steam 
loco views circa 1960s. Reasonable quality. (180) £10

752 INDIA & BURMA. Approx 130 B&W postcard sized photos showing steam loco views circa 1970s 
- 90s. Reasonable quality. (130) £10

753 SWITZERLAND. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos (and a few postcards) showing Swiss 
steam loco views, mostly standard gauge. Reasonable quality. (150) £10

754 FRANCE. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos (and a few postcards) showing French steam 
loco views. Reasonable quality. (150) £10

755 SHIPS. Approx 70 postcard sized B&W photos showing views of ships and shipping subjects, 
mostly coastal and freight including Manchester Ship Canal. A few postcards included. (70) £10

756 GCR. Approx 70 7" x 5" B&W photos showing loco views mostly on the GC main line circa 1910s. 
Quality varies. (70) £10

757 BR(ScR). Approx 49 BR official 8½" x 6½" B&W photos showing various resignalling and relaying 
schemes including Perth, Motherwell, Waverley, Glasgow, etc. (49) £10

758 ALBUM containing approx 160 6½" x 5" colour photos showing signalboxes (including interiors) 
and signalling on the Newport to Shrewsbury line circa early 1990s. All identified. Good quality. 
£10

759 ALBUM containing 19 larger sized B&W photos showing LNWR locos and views of the Stony 
Stratford steam tramway. Quality varies. £10

Lots 760 - 811: Photographic Negatives and Slides
760 APPROX 34 4¼" x 3¼" B&W glass negatives showing post grouping LSWR and LBSCR loco 

views circa 1920s. Appear reasonable quality, all with details. BTC. (34) £10
761 APPROX 17 4" x 3" B&W glass negatives showing moving shots of LNWR locos. Includes a few 

copy negatives. BTC. (17) £10
762 APPROX 18 4" x 3" B&W glass negatives showing moving shots of LNWR locos. Includes a few 

copy negatives. BTC. (18) £10
763 APPROX 20 4" x 3" B&W glass negatives showing moving shots of pre 1948 locos, many LNER 

noted. BTC. (20) £10
764 APPROX 24 2" x 1½" B&W glass negatives showing post 1948 loco views, mostly western region. 

Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (24) £10
765 APPROX 23 2" x 1½" B&W glass negatives showing 1930s and 40s loco views, mostly LMS. 

Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (23) £10
766 APPROX 14 5½" x 3½" B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 GWR and a few LNER loco 

views. Appear good quality. BTC. (14) £10
767 APPROX 18 large sized B&W glass negatives showing 1920s - 40s views of LNER locos including 

some in Scotland. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. 
(18) £10
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768 APPROX 25 large sized B&W glass negatives showing 1920s - 40s views of LMS locos including 
some in Scotland. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. 
(25) £10

769 APPROX 25 large sized B&W glass negatives showing 1920s - 40s views of GWR locos, some 
named. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (25) £10

770 APPROX 25 large sized B&W glass negatives showing 1920s - 40s views of LMS locos, some 
named. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (25) £10

771 APPROX 14 large sized B&W glass negatives showing 1920s - 40s views including Gazelle, Nidd 
Valley and Irish. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. 
(14) £10

772 APPROX 23 large sized B&W mostly glass negatives showing 1930s - 50s views of railways on 
the IOW. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (23) £10

773 APPROX 50 larger sized B&W negatives showing mainly 1920s - 40s views of LNER locos 
including Scottish. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) 
£10

774 APPROX 80 larger sized B&W negatives showing mainly 1920s - 40s views of LMS locos. Appear 
good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (80) £10

775 APPROX 50 larger sized B&W negatives showing mainly 1920s - 40s views of LMS locos. Appear 
good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (80) £10

776 APPROX 77 larger sized B&W negatives showing mainly 1920s - 40s views of LNER locos. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (77) £10

777 APPROX 58 larger sized B&W negatives showing pre 1960 LM and eastern region loco views. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (58) £10

778 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

779 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £10

780 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

781 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

782 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

783 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

784 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) and BR Standard locos in the 1950s. 
Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

785 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives showing steam and diesel views circa early 1960s. Many 
appear to be Western region locations. Not identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

786 APPROX 140 35mm B&W negatives showing steam and diesel views circa early 1960s. Not 
identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

787 APPROX 140 35mm B&W negatives showing steam and diesel views circa early 1960s. Not 
identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

788 APPROX 60 various sized B&W negatives showing loco views, mostly western region. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (60) £10

789 APPROX 60 various sized B&W negatives showing loco views, mostly western and LM regions. 
Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (60) £10

790 APPROX 150 35mm colour negatives showing 1980s & 90s diesel loco views. Appear good 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (150) £10

791 APPROX 60 35mm colour and B&W negatives showing 1980s & 90s diesel loco views. Appear 
good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (60) £10
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792 APPROX 80 various sized B&W negatives showing BR Standard locos. All filed in separate 
packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (80) £10

793 APPROX 411 35mm B&W negatives showing BR steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s and 
70s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (411) £20

794 APPROX 462 35mm B&W negatives showing BR steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s and 
70s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (462) £20

795 APPROX 386 35mm B&W negatives showing BR loco views in the 1960s and 70s. A few steam 
but mostly diesel. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. 
(386) £20

796 APPROX 480 35mm B&W negatives showing steam, diesel and electric loco views in West 
Germany in the late 1960s and 70s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear 
reasonable quality. (480) £20

797 APPROX 408 35mm B&W negatives showing steam, diesel and electric loco views in France in 
the late 1960s and 70s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable 
quality. (408) £20

798 APPROX 321 35mm B&W negatives showing steam and diesel loco views in Portugal in the late 
1960s and 70s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. 
(321) £20

799 BUSES. Approx 489 35mm B&W negatives showing bus views circa early 1960s - early 1970s. 
Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (489) £50

800 BUSES. Approx 474 35mm B&W negatives showing bus views circa early 1960s - early 1970s. 
Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (474) £50

801 MISCELLANEOUS collection of approx 57 35mm B&W negatives. Subjects include, lorries, cars, 
ships and aircraft. Appear 1960s & 70s. Reasonable quality. (57) £10

802 APPROX 15 35mm colour slides, many showing views on the Hereford - Brecon line at Hay on 
Wye station shortly after track removal in 1964. Appear reasonable quality. (15) £10

803 APPROX 27 35mm colour slides. Various views including Kingsbridge station, ex GWR locos, 
Bigsweir station, ex SR West Country locos, etc circa early - mid 1960s. Appear reasonable 
quality. (27) £10

804 APPROX 200 35mm B&W slides showing BR(S) loco views around 1959. Appear reasonable 
quality. (200) £10

805 APPROX 100 35mm B&W slides showing BR(S) loco views in the 1950s and 1960s. Appear 
reasonable quality. (100) £10

806 APPROX 200 35mm B&W slides showing BR(S) loco views around 1960. Appear reasonable 
quality. (200) £10

807 APPROX 140 35mm B&W slides showing BR(S) loco views around the early 1960s. Appear 
reasonable quality. (140) £10

808 APPROX 200 35mm B&W slides showing BR(S) loco views late 1950s - early 1960s. Appear 
reasonable quality. (200) £10

809 APPROX 291 35mm colour slides showing BR registered private owner wagons circa late 1970s 
- early 1980s. Good quality. (291) £10

810 APPROX 468 35mm colour slides showing BR covered van type wagons circa late 1970s - early 
1980s. Good quality. (468) £10

811 Fifteen WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO published lantern slides 
showing B&W views of American electric locos circa 1940s. (15) £10

Lots 812 - 815: Unframed Carriage Prints
Series and issuing dates are taken from the book "Landscapes Under the Luggage Rack" by Greg 

Norden which we gratefully acknowledge.
812 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card carriage prints, Plymouth Ivy Bridge, Ivy Bridge 

the bridge, River Wye from Parade, Symonds Yat from the Rock. Minor faults to all. (4) £10
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813 GWR 8½" x 6½" B&W photographic type card carriage prints, Chepstow Castle, Harbour St.Ives, 
Moulin Huet Bay Guernsey, harbour view (unidentified). Slight foxing to some. (4) £10

814 GWR 8½" x 6½" B&W photographic type card carriage prints, Cromwell's Castle, Warwick Castle, 
Priory Church Malvern. Minor edge faults to some. (3) £10

815 GWR 8½" x 6½" B&W photographic type card carriage prints, Christchurch Oxford, Gloucester 
Cathedral, Tregenna Castle Hotel. Minor edge faults to some. (3) £10

Lots 816 - 883: Posters and Prints
(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")

816 BR(M) q/r map poster "Essex, Hertfordshire, Suffolk" with artwork by Camidge showing images of 
major sights. Circa 1950s. Folded, edge tears and tape repairs, some corner loss. £10

817 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE (EASTERN REGION) q/r map poster "Norfolk" with artwork by Burrows 
showing images of major sights. Circa early 1950s. Folded, small edge tears. £10

818 BR(M) (possibly LMS) q/r coloured pictorial poster "Explore the Lake District" showing Montague 
Black elevated map view. Trimmed along bottom edge (probably removing text). A few small edge 
tears, folded. £10

819 BR(NE) q/r poster "Service to Industry" showing Cuneo view of class 40 diesel loco at ICI chemical 
works at Billingham. Dated 1962. Edge tears, large taped repair, worn and with faults. £10

820 BR(E) q/r coloured pictorial poster "Modernisation - Barking" showing diagrams of proposed track 
improvements with Donald Blake illustrations of improved stations, trains, signalling, etc. Circa 
1950s. Folded. £10

821 BTC q/r coloured pictorial poster "British Transport Ships" showing 21 illustrations of the ships of 
the fleet by Charles King. Dated 1956. Folded, wear at folds. £10

822 THE GREAT LITTLE TRAINS OF WALES q/r poster with map showing the various narrow gauge 
lines and colour views. Undated, probably circa early 1970s. Folded. £10

823 LNER d/r pictorial poster "Fountains Abbey Ripon Station Yorkshire" showing woodcut type 
illustration by Sydney Lee. Part of bottom edge (with text) removed. Edge tears, some marking to 
front. £10

824 LMS d/r coloured pictorial poster "Go by rail with a cheap monthly return" showing cartoon type 
illustration by "M" showing man with large Edmondson type ticket. Circa 1940s. Slight creasing, 
tape repairs on rear. £10

825 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Gower Coast" showing scenic view by Gyrth Russell. Circa 
early 1960s. Folded and worn, large tears and tape repairs on rear. £10

826 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Bath in 1828 by the new steam carriage" showing Eric Fraser 
view of carriage in front of building. Dated 1960. Slight creasing, generally good. £10

827 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Norfolk Broads Holidays Afloat" showing coloured view of 
map and family on board boat. Dated 1962. Folded. £10

828 BR(S) d/r coloured photographic and artwork poster "Sussex - Arrive Earlier by Train" showing 
artwork by Bromfield, Lander illustration of Market Cross, Chichester and Joseph McKeown photo 
of girl. Dated 1963. £10

829 BR(S) d/r coloured photographic and artwork poster "Eastbourne. Sun-trap of the South" showing 
girl on beach and aerial view of coast. Circa 1960. Folded. £10

830 BR(S) d/r coloured photographic and artwork poster "Hampshire - Arrive Earlier by Train" showing 
artwork by Bromfield, Lander illustration of Winchester Cathedral and Joseph McKeown photo of 
girl. Dated 1963. £10

831 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "I'd rather stay in Plymouth" showing view of Francis Drake 
and globe by Lander. Dated 1961. Folded, fold tears. £10

832 BR(S) d/r coloured photographic and artwork poster "Chase the sun on the Southern to the Dorset 
Riviera" showing artwork by Bromfield and Joseph McKeown photo of girl. Circa 1960s. Folded. 
£10
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833 BR(ScR) d/r coloured pictorial poster issued as No.6 in the "Facts and Figures" series showing 
rolling stock numbers with illustrations by Blake. Circa early 1960s.  £10

834 BR(S) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Evening Business Trains from Victoria Station" encouraging 
the use of trains before 5.30pm and after 6.15pm showing diagrammatic representation of the 
number of seated and standing passengers at various times. Circa 1960s. Edge tears and 
creasing. £10

835 BR(M) d/r coloured photographic poster "Lytham St.Annes" showing views of beach and windmill. 
Circa early 1960s. One very large tear and several smaller tears. £10

836 BR(W) d/r pictorial poster "Giant Strides on the London - South Wales Route this Winter". Artwork 
by Wolstenholme of "Western" class loco and train, dated 1963. Some creasing. £10

837 BR(M) d/r pictorial poster advertising various jobs on the railway showing view of newspaper 
clippings. Circa 1960. Several edge tears. £10

838 BR(S) d/r pictorial poster "Visit Royal London" showing pink and black illustration of Buckingham 
Palace by Lander. Dated 1978. £10

839 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 30" x 20" wartime information poster "Stay Put this Easter" 
encouraging the public not to travel during the Easter holiday. Green, red and black print with Big 
4 logo at bottom. Folded. £10

840 BRB d/r pictorial poster "Main Line to Decimal Currency" showing events in the conversion to 
decimal currency likening £sd to steam and £p to diesel. Dated 1970. Folded. Plus BRB poster 
advertising Red Star parcels dated 1970. Folded. (2) £10

841 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Make the most of this Indian Summer" showing Wolstenholme 
view of King George V loco and train. Circa 1950s. Edge tears, creasing and wear. Scuffed and 
marked. £10

842 BR 30" x 20" coloured pictorial poster "See Britain By Train" showing view of bagpipe playing 
Scotsman. VGC. £10

843 BR(ScR) d/r coloured pictorial poster "See Scotland with a Freedom of Scotland Ticket" showing 
view of Aberdeen - Inverness DMU near Forres. Dated 1963. Folded, weak at folds and with tape 
repairs on rear. £10

844 BR d/r coloured photographic poster "Escape to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland - Motorail 
Holiday". Folded. £10

845 BRB d/r pictorial poster "Over 200 million tons move by Rail Freight every year - and you hardly 
notice" showing illustrations of private owner wagons. Dated 1972. Edge creasing. Plus BRB 
poster "Part of a Priceless Private Collection" showing coloured views of private owner wagons. 
Dated 1974. Edge nicks. (2) £10

846 BR(M) d/r photographic poster "Speedfreight - 10 ton containers overnight door to door London - 
Manchester" showing photo of freight wagons. Dated 1963. Edge tears and creasing. £10

847 BRB d/r photographic poster "Train Your Car" advertising the car sleeper service between NE 
England & Scotland and the West Country showing colour photo of car being loaded onto train. 
Circa 1964. Folded. £10

848 BRB d/r photographic poster "Train Your Car" advertising the car sleeper service between Sutton 
Coldfield and Stirling showing colour photo of car being loaded onto train. Dated 1964. Folded. 
£10

849 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Continental Car Sleeper Service Manchester - Boulogne via 
Dover" showing Studio Seven black and blue view of ship and staff. Circa 1960. Edge creasing. 
£10

850 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Car Sleeper Service London Marylebone - Glasgow St.Enoch" 
showing illustration of car being loaded onto train. Dated 1961. £10

851 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Continental Car Sleeper Service Manchester - Boulogne via 
Dover" showing Studio Seven black and blue artwork. Dated 1961. £10

852 BR(ScR) d/r coloured poster "Car Sleeper Service London - Glasgow" showing Studio Seven 
brown and blue artwork. Corner creasing, dated 1962. £10
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853 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial and photo poster "Go Touring with a Holiday Runabout Ticket" 
showing area maps and family photo. Dated 1962. £10

854 BR(M) d/r coloured map type pictorial poster "Full Diesel Services Marylebone, West Ruislip, 
High Wycombe, Aylesbury line start 18th June". Green and purple coloured showing route map. 
£10

855 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Go Touring with a Holiday Runabout Ticket" showing area 
maps and smiling faces of a typical family. Circa 1963. £10

856 BR d/r coloured pictorial poster "The Changing Face of Britain - European Conservation Year 
1970" showing view of class 47 loco and train. Folded. £10

857 BR(M) d/r coloured artwork poster "This London Midland Station is at your service". Maroon and 
green with space for filling in details of goods agent and freight service. Circa early 1960s. £10

858 BRB d/r coloured pictorial poster "How to keep going during the next energy crisis" showing view 
of APT type train and derelict petrol station. Dated 1978. Folded and creased. £10

859 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Portsmouth by train" showing coloured view of the 
HMS Victory by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10

860 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Southend by train" showing coloured view of the 
regatta at Old Leigh by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10

861 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Isle of Wight by train" showing coloured view of the 
Needles and sand castle by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10

862 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Margate" showing coloured view of the Dreamland 
theme park by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10

863 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Brighton" showing coloured view of the Pavilion by 
Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10

864 REGIONAL RAILWAYS d/r coloured photographic poster "Rail Rovers. A Bridge Quite Near..." 
showing view of Todmorden viaduct. Dated 1993. £10

865 BRITISH & IRISH STEAM PACKET COMPANY d/r coloured pictorial poster "Fishguard - Cork 
direct service - the Innisfallen Way" showing Derrick Smoothy view of ship. Circa late 1960s. 
Some creasing. £10

866 Three different BR HOVERCRAFT LTD d/r photographic type posters advertising Dover - 
Boulogne services. Dated 1969. Folded, some wear. (3) £10

867 SEALINK & SNCF d/r photographic poster advertising the visit of the latest cross channel ferry 
"Villandry" to the Pool of London showing photo of the ship. Circa early 1970s. Folded. £10

868 GNR 20" x 18" letterpress poster "Christmas Holidays" listing alterations to dates of local markets 
in Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire. Dated December 1893. Small tear and loss in 
corners. £10

869 GWR letterpress poster advertising the company's new and powerful Royal Mail Steamers, 
Waterford, Limerick & Milford on routes to Ireland. Red and black print with illustration of ship. 
Dated March 1879. Folded, edge tears and faults. £10

870 LNER d/r letterpress poster "Suburban Timetables now issued Monthly". Green and blue print 
showing prices. Dated 1941. Folded and very worn. £10

871 LNER headed (although Railway Executive NE region issued) d/r letterpress poster advertising 
new through express service between York and Swansea via Banbury. Red and blue print showing 
timetable. Dated May 1949. Minor wear. £10

872 BR(M) d/r letterpress poster announcing the closure of Trent station on 1st January 1968. Folded, 
edge tears and tape repairs on rear. £10

873 BR(M) d/r letterpress poster announcing withdrawal of passenger services between Derby 
Junction & Spondon Junction via Chaddesden, Derby South Junction & Derby North Junction. 
Dated June 1968. Folded, edge tears and tape repairs on rear. £10

874 BR(NE) 30" x 20" letterpress poster "See the British Railways Model Village at Joplings in the 
High Street". Maroon and blue print, circa 1950s. Folded. £10
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875 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster "Registered Seats - Cornish Riviera Express and Torbay Express" 
listing trains for which reservations are required. Brown and green print, dated June 1956. £10

876 BR(E) d/r time and faretable poster "Evening Excursions to Leigh on Sea, Chalkwell, Westcliff and 
Southend on Sea" from London area stations. Maroon print, dated 1949. Minor wear. £10

877 GWR d/r timetable poster for the Western National bus service between Westbury (Wilts) and 
Dilton Marsh and connecting rail service. Blue print, dated September 1938. Edge tears and wear. 
£10

878 BR(NE) 22" x 12" departures poster for Longbenton. Blue print, dated June 1965. Folded, small 
loss at centre fold. £10

879 BR(M) 20" x 24" train departure poster for Nottingham Midland. Dated March 1967. Folded. £10
880 BR(M) 20" x 12" train departure poster for Buxton. Dated September 1963. Folded. £10
881 CUNARD LINE double sided poster type notice listing schedule of sailings to Canada from 

Liverpool, Southampton, Belfast and Queenstown for September to December 1925. Colour 
illustration of company ship at top. Reverse gives information for 3rd class passengers. Folded. 
Edge tears and wear. £10

882 WHITE STAR - DOMINION LINE double sided poster type notice listing schedule of sailings to 
Canada from Liverpool, Queenstown, Glasgow, etc for September 1925 to February 1926. Colour 
illustration of company ship at top. Reverse gives information for 3rd class passengers. Folded. 
£10

883 JOHN COLE (Bristol) 40" x 16" poster advertising the visit of the fun fair. Red and blue print with 
illustration of fun fair scene. Circa 1930s. Folded, some creasing. £10

 

Lots 1001 - 1116: Books, Ephemera, Models and Hardware
1001 Box of overseas railways related hardback and softback books.  £10
1002 Box of mostly bound Wild Swan published LMS Journals.  £10
1003 Quantity of Franklin Mint type plates plus a BR(W) handlamp.  £10

Alpha Lots
The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on 
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on 

Saturday 5th September at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and 

Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.
The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be 

made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid 
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items 

successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.
An 18% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha 

Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.

The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.

End of Postal Auction Section
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1004 Quantity of BTF cine films plus a few BR videos.  £10
1005 Run of bound Railway Observers from 1959 - 2009. Uniform bindings.  £10
1006 Quantity of Beyer Peacock Quarterly Review magazines from volume 1 No.1.  £10
1007 Box of overseas railways related hardback books.  £10
1008 Box of mainly GER plans.  £10
1009 Box of USA railroad related hardback books.  £10
1010 Quantity of bound and unbound Railway Magazines published between 1897 and 1950. Various 

bindings.  £10
1011 Box of overseas railways related hardback books.  £10
1012 Box of miscellaneous timetables and ephemera.  £10
1013 Box of overseas railways related hardback books.  £10
1014 Box of ephemera.  £10
1015 Quantity of softback books. Overseas railways and industrial related.  £10
1016 Box of ephemera, mostly signalling interest.  £10
1017 Box of hardback books, mostly GWR related.  £10
1018 Quantity of DVDs and videos.  £10
1019 Box of traction engine related hardback and softback books.  £10
1020 Quantity of railway accident reports.  £10
1021 Box of hardback books.  £10
1022 Small quantity of PTTs including Irish.  £10
1023 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1024 Small quantity of Bradshaw timetables. Originals and reprints.  £10
1025 Small quantity of hardback and softback books including RCTS published Locomotives of the 

GWR.  £10
1026 Box of ephemera.  £10
1027 Box of hardback books.  £10
1028 Box of ephemera and miscellaneous items including lamp interior.  £10
1029 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1030 Box of ephemera including timetables.  £10
1031 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1032 Box of miscellaneous timetables and ephemera.  £10
1033 Box of hardback books.  £10
1034 Small quantity of loose carriage prints.  £10
1035 Box of hardback books.  £10
1036 Box of miscellaneous timetables and ephemera.  £10
1037 Box of tram related hardback and softback books including Middleton Press.  £10
1038 Box of mainly GER plans.  £10
1039 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1040 Box of bus models.  £10
1041 Box of hardback and softback books. Many road related.  £10
1042 Box of model railway items. Mostly USA outline including Bachmann civil war boxed set.  £10
1043 Box of traction engine related hardback and softback books.  £10
1044 Box of miscellaneous timetables and ephemera.  £10
1045 Box of softback books.  £10
1046 Box of ephemera including Special Traffic Arrangements.  £10
1047 Box of hardback books.  £10
1048 Box of ephemera including WTTs.  £10
1049 Box of hardback books.  £10
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1050 Box of ephemera including WTTs.  £10
1051 Box of hardback books.  £10
1052 Box of ephemera including WTTs.  £10
1053 Box of books and ephemera.  £10
1054 Quantity of bound Steam Days magazines from volume 1.  £10
1055 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1056 Quantity of mostly tramway related acts of parliament.  £10
1057 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1058 Large quantity of tickets, mostly rail.  £10
1059 Box of softback books.  £10
1060 Box of ephemera.  £10
1061 Box of overseas railways related hardback and softback books.  £10
1062 Quantity of signalling plans.  £10
1063 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1064 Box of ephemera. Mostly pre grouping paperwork.  £10
1065 Quantity of mostly hardback books plus bound Railway Magazines.  £10
1066 Small quantity of plans and diagrams.  £10
1067 Box of overseas railways related mostly hardback books.  £10
1068 Large quantity of tickets including overseas and bus.  £10
1069 Box of softback books.  £10
1070 Box of ephemera including acts of parliament.  £10
1071 Box of miscellaneous items including Locomotives Illustrated magazines, ephemera, GWR repro 

plaque, prints, etc.  £10
1072 Quantity of books and ephemera including tram interest.  £10
1073 Box of Oakwood published softback books.  £10
1074 Quantity of ephemera, mostly publicity.  £10
1075 Box of hardback books including OPC publications.  £10
1076 LNER, BR(E) and BR(W) large books of locomotive diagrams.  £10
1077 Quantity of books & booklets including Bourne's Great Western Railway limited edition reprint.  

£10
1078 Small quantity of signalling plans and ephemera.  £10
1079 Box of hardback books.  £10
1080 Box of ephemera including shipping related.  £10
1081 Box of hardback books.  £10
1082 Box of booklets and ephemera including newspaper cuttings and timetables.  £10
1083 Box of Oakwood published softback books.  £10
1084 Quantity of mostly rail tickets including half and whole Edmondsons.  £10
1085 Box of hardback books.  £10
1086 Quantity of tickets. Rail and bus.  £10
1087 Box of mostly RCTS published booklets including Locomotives of the LNER and GWR.  £10
1088 Box of ephemera including WTTs and STNs.  £10
1089 Quantity of OO gauge model railway items including boxed locos.  £10
1090 Box of ephemera, mostly plans and diagrams.  £10
1091 Small quantity of rolled plans and diagrams.  £10
1092 Box of ephemera.  £10
1093 Quantity of handbills, mostly Scottish region.  £10
1094 Quantity of Temporary Speed Restrictions, etc booklets.  £10
1095 Quantity of plans and diagrams showing wagons and wagon parts.  £10
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1096 Box of ephemera.  £10

1097 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10

1098 Small quantity of ephemera including WTTs, tickets and plans.  £10

1099 Wild Swan published Midland Railway Records Nos. 1 - 21.  £10

1100 Quantity of ephemera including handbills, pre grouping items, modern posters and framed & 
glazed.  £10

1101 Quantity of plans and diagrams.  £10

1102 Box of WTTs.  £10

1103 Quantity of glossy type modern leaflets from 1980s - 2000s.  £10

1104 Box of WTTs.  £10

1105 Quantity of tickets. Various types, UK and overseas.  £10

1106 Box of WTTs.  £10

1107 Box of ephemera.  £10

1108 Box of WTTs.  £10

1109 Quantity of bus timetables and LT pocket maps.  £10

1110 Box of WTTs.  £10

1111 Box of ephemera and miscellaneous items.  £10

1112 Box of WTTs.  £10

1113 Box of ephemera and miscellaneous items.  £10

1114 Box of ephemera including appendices.  £10

1115 Quantity of glossy type modern leaflets from 1980s - 2000s.  £10

1116 Box of ephemera including special traffic notices and train service alterations.  £10

Lots 1401 - 1418: Photographs, Slides and Negatives
1401 Quantity of photos and postcards. Loose and in albums.  £10

1402 Box containing approx 1500 35mm colour slides.  £10

1403 Quantity of 35mm colour slides mostly showing 1990s diesel views.  £10

1404 Box of approx 500 B&W photos, many large format.  £10

1405 Approx 100 mounted 35mm B&W copy negatives.  £10

1406 Box of approx 1000 B&W photos, many large format.  £10

1407 Photo albums containing quantity of B&W photos mostly GCR locos.  £10

1408 Large quantity of B&W photos. Various sizes, mostly showing UK steam.  £10

1409 Quantity of 8½" x 6½" B&W official LMS (or earlier) glass negatives showing various views.  £10

1410 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing mostly European railway views.  £10

1411 Quantity of photo albums containing diesel and electric colour views.  £10

1412 Quantity of 35mm colour slides including UK modern image views.  £10

1413 Quantity of 8½" x 6½" B&W official LMS (or earlier) glass negatives showing various views.  £10

1414 Large quantity of colour slides. Various rail subjects.  £10

1415 Quantity of photos plus a few negatives. B&W and colour.  £10

1416 Quantity of 35mm colour slides. Various rail subjects.  £10

1417 Quantity of 35mm colour slides. Various rail subjects.  £10

1418 Quantity of 35mm colour slides. Various rail subjects.  £10
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End of Auction

Future Postal Auction Dates
The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 5th December 2015 and quality items are 
now being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in March and June 2016. Please see the 
organisers for information and advice.
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Routes to the Stoneleigh Auction
By Road from M40 Motorway
• Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
• Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69, 

continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
• Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

• Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to 
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

Railway Stations
Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations 
have taxi ranks. A bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to run from 
Coventry station (see below for details).

Private Bus Service from Coventry Station
A private bus has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. Nominal departure 
times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with variation for actual 
train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm. 

On Site at Stoneleigh Park
The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be 
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the 
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please 
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held, 
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.



If you are interested in the lots in this

catalogue you should attend the premier

events for transport collectors.

 Lots on offer for every collector.

 Many leading dealers and private traders in attendance.

Books. Many out-of-print and hard to find titles.

Official Publicity. Big 4, pre-grouping and bus companies.

Transport ephemera. Including handbills, luggage & wagon labels.

Tickets. Wide range of old and not-so-old transport tickets.

Photographs & Postcards. Large selection of transport subjects.

Collectables. Selection of small railwayana and other items.

NOVEMBER 21st 2015 11:00 – 15:00
BURTON ON TRENT TRANSPORT COLLECTORS' FAIR

(REPLACEMENT FOR THE STAFFORD COLLECTORS’ FAIR)

BURTON ON TRENT TOWN HALL

JANUARY 9th 2016 11:00 – 15:00
CHISWICK TRANSPORT COLLECTORS' FAIR
CHISWICK TOWN HALL, HEATHFIELD TERRACE, LONDON

APRIL 16th 2016 11:00 – 15:00
BURTON ON TRENT TRANSPORT COLLECTORS' FAIR

(REPLACEMENT FOR THE STAFFORD COLLECTORS’ FAIR)

BURTON ON TRENT TOWN HALL

JULY 16th 2016 11:00 – 15:00
CHISWICK TRANSPORT COLLECTORS' FAIR
CHISWICK TOWN HALL, HEATHFIELD TERRACE, LONDON

Quality events from TOBAZ PROMOTIONS

Organisers: Tony Hillman & Barry Jones 020 8274 0811

http://www.tobaz.co.uk
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